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Dear Delegate, 
 
We are pleased to present the Irish Executive Committee’s report to Unite’s Sixth Irish Policy 
Conference. As you know, the Conference should have taken place in 2021 but – like so 
much else – had to be postponed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
This report includes the activities of Unite in the Ireland Region since May 2019, covering 
Economy, Organising, Political, Education, Equalities, Community and International as well 
as the industrial reports of our Regional Industrial Sector Committees. 
 
Since we last gathered together in Malahide in May 2019, much has happened, with a 
devastating pandemic followed swiftly by an ongoing cost-of-living crisis. 
 
The past three years also saw Unite’s lay-led democracy in action, with the election of a new 
Executive Council in 2020 and a new General Secretary, Sharon Graham, last year. 
  
This Irish Policy Conference offers an opportunity to reflect on the past three years while 
looking forward to the challenges facing us.  
 
In the summer of 2019, the fight by our members in Harland and Wolff to defend the iconic 
shipyard re-wrote the storybook.  Their nine-week occupation of the yard has already gone 
down in trade union folklore, and their ultimate victory showed that workers can win when 
we stand together as a movement. 
 
Our members’ victory in Harland and Wolff was swiftly followed by another battle to save 
jobs and skills at Wrightbus.  Not only did our members successfully fight to keep the plant 
open; they have been vindicated by the fact that WrightBus is now being supported to build 
hydrogen buses – safeguarding the skills of the future. 
 
2019 ended in Northern Ireland with a successful strike to defend terms and conditions in 
the National Health Service.  We didn’t know it then, but their successful fight for pay parity 
helped strengthen the NHS for the coming fight against Covid in the proceeding months. 
 
In the Republic, the second half of 2019 saw a different kind of industrial battle.  Following 
the closure of Dublin’s Grafton College, leaving both teachers and students high and dry, 
Unite’s English Language Teachers branch mounted a campaign which led to the 
Government deciding to establish a Joint Labour Committee in the sector to set minimum 
terms and conditions. 
 
Unions need to be agile if they are to defend members effectively, and that was again 
proven in March 2020, when the world was confronted by a new virus which threatened 
workers and communities across the globe 
 
Unite’s first concern was to ensure our members’ safety:  as workers, we knew that nobody 
is safe unless everyone is safe. 
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In some cases, ensuring members’ safety meant taking the difficult decision to call for the 
closure of workplaces, as was the case in the Republic where construction members 
successfully campaigned for the closure of sites to protect both themselves and the general 
public. 
 
We then faced a twofold challenge: to work with the wider trade union movement to 
negotiate furlough and wage subsidy arrangements to protect our members’ living 
standards, and to develop protocols to ensure that workplaces were ‘Covid-safe’ as they re-
opened. 
 
In Northern Ireland, as threats mounted to jobs, Unite mobilised airport workers for a 
powerful demonstration for employment support and intervention. The union then sought 
to ensure the jobs of all those made jobless by greedy bosses before the Coronavirus 
furlough package was introduced. 
 
In the early days of the pandemic, a lack of PPE made the job of our health workers even 
more difficult. In Northern Ireland, Unite activists identified the need early on and led an 
effort not only to secure PPE but also to manufacture it and distribute it to where it was 
most needed. 
 
Throughout the island, where employers refused to implement basic safety measures, Unite 
members were forced to mobilise in order to ensure compliance and protect our members 
and the wider public. 
 
Where health and safety protections were inadequate Unite members led walkouts – 
including 800 workers at Moy Park Dungannon. Alongside such actions, our union 
challenged the failure and inaction of the Health & Safety Executive in Northern Ireland. 
 
Similarly we intervened successfully in the giant Intel site in the Republic to ensure 
compliance with safety protocols. Throughout the pandemic, North and South, Unite was 
active highlighting the risks to which hospitality workers are exposed as lockdowns eased 
and customers returned. 
 
In Northern Ireland, Unite led the efforts by unions in our public transport and health 
services, and the wider public sector, to ensure that crucial and innovative safety measures 
were implemented.  In the Republic, Unite joined with other unions to highlight the 
dangerous conditions in our nursing homes – warnings which, had they been heeded at the 
time, would have saved lives. 
 
There is no doubt that Unite’s actions in both parts of the island helped prevent outbreaks 
and saved lives.   
 
Notwithstanding this, however, lives were still lost and many members continue to live with 
the effects of Covid. We remember especially Viviana da Silva, a Unite member who worked 
at Moy Park's Dungannon processing plant and whose employer unsuccessfully attempted 
to deny that she had fallen victim to Covid.  
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But Covid was only part of the story. Throughout the pandemic, Unite’s focus has been on 
doing what we do best:  defending members’ terms and conditions. 
 
That work starts with organising – and despite the pandemic, Unite organised two new 
sectors during 2020, both of which largely involve dispersed own-account workers.  In 
Northern Ireland, we organised Registered Childminders, securing improved payments, and 
in the Republic we organised Driving Instructors and lobbied on their behalf. 
 
Sectoral agreements play a crucial role in laying down minimum terms and conditions. 
 
In June of 2020, the High Court in the Republic struck down the electrical Sectoral 
Employment Order – and Unite’s response was immediate.  As well as calling on the 
Government to appeal the decision to the Supreme Court (which they subsequently did), 
Unite initiated a protective ballot of members seeking a mandate for industrial action in the 
event of any employer using the High Court decision as a pretext to reduce terms and 
conditions. 
 
The vote for action was overwhelming.  In September of 2020, when MEBSCA employers 
refused to commit to paying the increase due under the Mechanical SEO, Unite issued the 
employers with notice of industrial action. The swift and determined action by workers, and 
our density in the sector, ensured that employers adhered to the agreement. 
 
In Northern Ireland, Unite successfully defended the Agricultural Wages Board, the last 
remaining collective agreement structure threatened by the incoming Stormont Executive 
which protects some of the most vulnerable workers in the region.  
 
While conventional strike actions were limited in 2020 due to the pandemic and rolling 
lockdowns, the year saw successful strikes by Unite members in Allied Bakeries in Belfast 
and Premier Periclase in Drogheda. 
 
The full impact of Brexit and the Protocol began to be felt in Northern Ireland during 2021.  
The trade union movement has a proud tradition of providing a safe space during times of 
conflict and ensuring that members’ foremost identity is that of worker.  This was 
demonstrated when bus drivers spontaneously walked out following sectarian attack on a 
bus driven by one of our members in 2021. 
 
That spirit of solidarity, as always, also informed a range of industrial actions during 2021, 
including successful strikes at Hovis, Glen Dimplex, Foyle Port and Burke Shipping. 
 
2022 has seen the lifting of most Covid-19 restrictions in both parts of the island. 
 
In Northern Ireland, the year started with the Regina Coeli Hostel worker occupation in 
Belfast which secured the commitment from the outgoing Communities’ Minister to 
establish a facility providing the same vital services elsewhere in the city. This was followed 
by a powerful local authorities strike involving Unite members working in councils, 
education and housing and which included a march on Stormont. That demonstration of 
workers’ power has resulted in multiple ongoing negotiations to improve our members’ 
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terms and conditions. Ballots for industrial action have resulted in improved pay offers in a 
range of workplaces including Ulster Bus and Hyster-Yale. An extended strike action by 
workers at Caterpillar at Larne and Belfast continues and workers at Moy Park Randalstown 
recently defeated management attempts to buy off key terms and conditions. 
 
In the Republic, notwithstanding the pandemic, business as usual continued, with significant 
pay deals being concluded at both a sectoral and an enterprise level. 
 
Unite’s work is both industrial and political, where political interventions are needed to 
protect workers and advance our industrial aims. 
 
In the Republic, Unite has fought a twin-track industrial and political battle to end the 
scourge of bogus self-employment – a practice which robs both workers and the Exchequer 
while undermining terms and conditions in a range of sectors, especially construction. 
 
Unite has engaged with the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Social Protection since 2019 to 
advocate for the reforms which we believe would put an end to bogus self-employment.  In 
July 2021 the Committee published a report reflecting most of Unite’s recommendations, 
and this was amplified by the Public Account Committee’s call for an investigation and 
increased Revenue inspections of workplaces.   
 
Unite has also lobbied the Government on the abusive practice of ‘tip theft’ in the 
hospitality sector, which constitutes an attack on the pay of workers who are already among 
the lowest-paid in the economy and campaigned tirelessly to stop this practice. In July 2022 
Unite welcomed the Government’s decision to bring forward an amendment to the 
Payment of Wages (Tips and Gratuities) bill banning service charges in restaurants unless 
they go directly to staff. This is the result of determined work by activists and workers in the 
sector, and by many others, not just in the trade union movement but also in political 
parties, academia and the media, who exposed the blatant injustice of tip theft and 
campaigned to put an end to it. 
 
As a democratic lay-led union, which relies on the day-to-day interaction with reps and 
members in the workplace, Unite may have been disproportionately affected by Covid-19 
and the associated restrictions.  This is especially true of the Republic, which saw stricter 
and more prolonged lockdowns than in Northern Ireland or Britain.  The challenge facing us 
now is not only to rebuild, but to ensure that our union – and therefore our members – is in 
a stronger position than before the pandemic. 
 
As we prepare for the Sixth Irish Policy Conference, Unite members throughout the island of 
Ireland continue fighting to defend jobs, pay and conditions while preparing to address the 
challenges ahead. 

   
   
Jackie Pollock      
Regional Secretary     Chair, Irish Executive Committee 
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ECONOMY 
Northern Ireland Note: report as of June 2022 
It is anticipated that Northern Ireland’s economy returned to growth in the second quarter 
of 2022 following a further contraction due to the Coronavirus restrictions which were 
imposed in the first quarter of the year. Estimates for growth in gross-value added (Danske 
bank) for the entire year 2022 are relatively robust at 6.2 percent for the year – falling back 
to a still strong 4.5 percent in the following year.  
 
That said, these forecasts were made before the impact of the Ukrainian war on the global 
economy. This war, coming on the back of supply chain disruption arising from the 
pandemic, has resulted in a global surge in inflation (currently 11.7 percent). If, as forecast, 
the US follows the EU and UK into recession as a result of rising central bank interest rate 
increases aimed to reduce inflation, it is highly likely that the anticipated economic growth 
projections for Northern Ireland will sharply reduce and potentially become negative (a 
recession is already widely anticipated in early 2023).  
 
Within the Northern Ireland economy over the last few years, construction, production and 
the public sector have proven more robust than private services. This reflects a global trend 
in domestic consumption to shift away from the services sector. While an eventual rebound 
may reverse this substantially (as was the case in 2021 when the economy reopened in the 
second half of the year) it is unclear the degree of long-term structural damage that has 
occurred with the collapse of the sector.  
 
There is some evidence in the statistics that during the pandemic, increased numbers of 
workers in Northern Ireland left the labour market. This was perhaps most obviously 
reflected in the jump in the numbers classified as economically inactive – not in work or not 
actively seeking work – although this has fallen back somewhat. It is a long term feature of 
Northern Ireland’s economy that the labour market has much greater numbers falling into 
this category than the equivalent figure in GB. This differential reflects a number of factors – 
principally the higher proportion of women inactive in the labour market but also the higher 
proportion of those of working age with long-term conditions (troubles-related e.g. PTSD, 
mental health or addictions) preventing them from actively seeking work. 
 
The impact of these trends and a rebound in growth has been to tighten the labour market 
substantially as labour supply has not been able to satisfy demand. Unemployment is at 
historic lows. The labour market tightening has been most pronounced in sectors 
traditionally associated with lower pay e.g. social care, hospitality and agri-food. Some 
workers across the economy have been able to use this labour market tightening to their 
benefit – securing relatively higher pay increases – in particular where they are organised or 
where labour is an absolute requirement for business.  
 
Unfortunately, such gains made in the immediate aftermath of the post-Covid emergency 
have been largely wiped out as the cost of living has leapt to levels unprecedented in many 
decades. Only where workers are most organised have they been able to secure deals which 
afforded a degree of protection this cost-price inflation surge. The impact of the cost of 
living crisis has been heaviest on those sections of the class with fixed incomes e.g. 
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pensioners or those on benefits. The result has been a catastrophic increase in poverty 
levels – which have wiped out hard-won gains made over years if not decades.  
 
Economic trends 
Services experienced a significant recovery to the end of 2021 – total Gross-value added for 
the sector at the end of the year was 3.5 percent higher than it was at the end of 2019 
which was before the pandemic. By comparison UK services sector was only 0.2 percent 
above its pre-pandemic height. Over that two year period, the business services and finance 
had registered the largest rise with ‘other services’ continuing to have experienced a 
contraction. ‘Wholesale and retail trade, motor vehicles, accommodation and food’ and 
‘transport, storage information and communications’ all experienced relatively lower 
growth.  
 
Similarly production (Manufacturing) had also experienced an expansion in output to the 
end of 2021. Again the GVA output estimate was 3.5 percent higher than the pre-pandemic 
equivalent in Northern Ireland – in the UK output was 3.5 percent lower. This expansion was 
largely driven by a large annual growth in output in water supply, sewerage and waste (17.6 
percent), electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning (5.4 percent) and Mining & Quarrying 
(1.9 percent).  
 
Despite years of contraction and the total absence of an active economic policy, Northern 
Ireland retains a strong manufacturing sector. Manufacturing plays a disproportionate role 
in both GVA contribution and to exports. The skills base existing in the sector is perhaps the 
most significant pull-factor for wider investment and against a global backdrop of 
deglobalisation and near-shoring; it is entirely possible that Northern Ireland could attract 
significant investment in production in future years. Indeed the manufacturing skills base is 
likely to also stimulate increased investment in information technology as a result of the 
increasing integration of production and programming. To date, the Stormont Executive has 
done little to develop these opportunities and the lead economic development agency 
retains a negative approach to manufacturing jobs generally.  
 
Construction sector growth was even more marked over the period – with extremely sharp 
growth in 2020 followed by a contraction in 2021. These left output in the sector for 
Quarter 4 of 2021 3.8 percent higher than it was pre-pandemic. Housing and Infrastructure 
experienced considerable falls in 2021 however. 
 
Forecasts for sectoral growth in 2022 are strongest in Accommodation & Food Services (16.2 
percent) and Arts, Entertainment and Recreation (10.5%) – this likely reflects the more 
prolonged lockdown in these sectors. At the same time, it is possible that this growth could 
be curtailed by labour shortages – especially in the accommodation and food services sector 
(a situation aggravated by Brexit). 
 
Labour Market trends 
The intervention by the UK government in the economy during the Covid pandemic through 
the Coronavirus Jobs Retention Scheme resulted in the jobs impact of the lockdown being 
highly mitigated. Many companies continued to operate throughout the period and many 
continued to be profitable as a result of the funding. As the economy has opened up, there 
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has been a sharp tightening of the labour markets as a result of increased economic activity, 
a substantial number having left the labour market and the inability to secure workers from 
elsewhere in the EU post-Brexit.  
 
There has been a strongly gendered response to the lockdown insofar as the growth of 
economic inactivity is concerned. In the initial period of the lockdown the numbers of 
women who dropped out of the active labour market was much greater than the numbers 
of men. The inactivity rate of women rose from 30.3 percent to 32.1 percent whereas the 
equivalent increase of men was from 22.4 percent to 22.5 percent (2019 to 2020). However 
the number of males leaving the active labour market rose substantially in 2021 whereas 
women tended to return to the labour market. Economic inactivity rates are currently 31.4 
percent for women and 24.2 percent – both substantially higher than they were pre-Covid.  
 
The seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate currently stands at 2.3 percent – the joint 
lowest ever recorded. Economic inactivity rate (not in employment, training or seeking 
work) fell back to 26.0 percent (UK equivalent is 21.4 percent). 
 
Median monthly pay for PAYE employees was £1,945 in April 2022 (up 7.1 percent on the 
year). The UK-wide equivalent was £2,076 (up 5.6 percent on the year). 
 
The public sector remains the largest employer in Northern Ireland – by some distance – 
employing 34.9 percent of the total (and 52.3 percent of women workers). Manufacturing, 
and construction are also disproportionately large sectors by employment – 9.7 percent and 
7.2 percent respectively. Distribution, hotels and restaurants is the largest private sector 
employment sector (16.7 percent) followed by Banking and Finance at 14.8 percent. 
 
Covid 
Along with the rest of the UK, Northern Ireland removed the bulk of restrictions relating to 
the Covid pandemic at the beginning of 2022; however guidance remains in place in certain 
settings, e.g. healthcare.  
 
While the pandemic has receded concern continues to exist over the BA.5 variant and its 
potential to impact hospital beds, staffing and other public services. Bed occupancy rates at 
hospitals continue to operate beyond sustainable capacities.  
 
Health and social care 
There is a widespread staffing crisis in Health and Social Care services across Northern 
Ireland. While this affects the provision of services everywhere, its impact is most marked in 
more rural areas. The result has been a sharp deterioration in access to basic provision. In 
Daisyhill hospital in Newry, emergency surgery and 24 hour opening at the emergency 
department has been discontinued with patients needing emergency surgery being taken 
past the emergency department there directly to either Craigavon or Belfast. Similar 
proposals are under consideration in Southwest Acute Hospital in Enniskillen – which would 
have an even more adverse impact on travel times for emergency healthcare services.  
 
The removal of emergency surgery is likely to undermine the provision of other acute 
services at these hospitals. Another concerning development is that Enniskillen is struggling 
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to staff even a reduced two-cot stabilisation neonatal unit – raising questions for the safety 
of the hospital’s maternity ward.  
 
These threats to rural services are primarily driven by the growth of private medical services 
and the diversion of NHS funding from frontline directly contracted workers to private 
providers and recruitment agencies. The closure of acute services in rural areas is a key 
objective of the Bengoa reform process, to which all the major parties in Stormont are in 
agreement. 
 
In addition to the staffing crisis in frontline medicine, there is a wider GP crisis – again 
sharpest in rural areas where thousands of patients are currently struggling to access a GP. 
It has become more and more common for patients to pay for private GP consultations – 
undermining the ethos of the NHS free at the point of delivery model.  
 
Social care services are also in crisis – again driven by the low rates of pay and completely 
inadequate support for travel. Recruitment of carers is a major factor driving ‘bed blocking’ 
in hospitals as patients who should be released cannot be released due to the absence of 
care packages.  
 
Unpaid carers remain unpaid and many have lost any access to support or respite services 
during the Covid lockdown. Meanwhile the numbers of elderly and individuals needing care 
support are set to grow further. 
 
Other public services 
The last period has also seen retrenchment across a variety of public services – often 
obscured by the Covid pandemic. In particular schools continue to close in many places 
resulting from falling numbers of younger people being born – this is allowed to proceed in 
an unplanned way in the absence of an overarching strategy for the sector.  
 
The attempts to outsource and privatise services in local councils have largely been 
unsuccessful and have been fought back by unions. Belfast is now the only council which has 
outsourced the management of municipal leisure services. A small number of councils have 
outsourced waste collection but this has not grown over the last four years and their return 
to public management continues to be an objective for unions. 
 
Investment in public transport in Northern Ireland continues to be among the lowest in 
Western Europe. We are the only region where public transport does not receive a general 
subvention; the only support provided is payment for free public transport for older persons 
and for the school bus contract. Despite this, Northern Ireland retains some of the best 
public transport connectivity on these islands – this is precisely due to the publicly-owned 
status of Translink which allows for cross-subsidisation of surpluses from the 15 percent of 
profitable routes to sustain the 85 percent of loss-making routes. Efforts by private 
operators to compete for the lucrative routes have so far been defeated as a result of 
Unite’s campaigning efforts.  
 
The retrenchment has not simply been confined to public services, with many privatised 
services also seeing cutbacks e.g. post office closures and some marginal reductions to 
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public transport services over the course of the pandemic. Private businesses offering public 
services have also sharply reduced their footprints – including in particular commercial retail 
outlets and banks to name but two. The result of this is to further erode ease of access to 
these services. 
 
Brexit and the NI Protocol 
Brexit has dominated the politics of Northern Ireland over the past years but it has also 
threatened an impact on the economy. The NI Protocol provided a mechanism whereby 
Northern Ireland would effectively remain within the EU market for goods but not for 
services – and goods entering and exiting Northern Ireland would be covered by the EU VAT 
regime.  
 
This model has generated winners and losers. In general, retail, health and advanced 
manufacturing in Northern Ireland tend to be more integrated into supply-chains and 
markets on a UK-wide basis whereas agri-food tends to be more tied into the all-Ireland 
economy. Some sectors, e.g. construction tends to be tied into both markets. Similarly 
industries located along the border tend to be more tied into the ROI marketplace whereas 
those based to the northeast tend to be tied to the UK marketplace. 
 
Overall the fact that the NI Protocol has never been fully implemented means that its 
impact on the economy – both positive and negative – has been less pronounced than it 
might have been. The overall positive impact of the NI Protocol has largely to mitigate the 
potential for negative outcomes; the overall negative impact has been to put barriers to 
imports from GB. This has also led to a trend towards supply chains reorienting north-south 
as opposed to east-west.  
 
With the uncertainly now hanging over the Protocol, it is possible that the beneficial 
changes arising as a result of it, may be lost and it is not clear that the adverse impact of its 
initial implementation will be reversed either. We may therefore end up in a more negative 
situation. There is also marked uncertainty about the operation of a system of dual 
certification – if this was to proceed, it would likely result in serious impact to existing all-
island trade, most especially in dairy processing sector. 
 
Republic of Ireland Note: report as of 5 July 2022 
It should be noted that, due to the distortion of multinationals’ accounting and legal 
practices, which inflate GDP in the Republic to unrealistic levels, neither GDP nor GNP 
provide accurate reflections of the Irish economy.  More accurate measures are ‘modified 
Gross National Income’, also known as GNI*, and Modified Domestic Demand.  The former 
is not presented on a quarterly basis. 
 
The Economic and Social Research Institute projects that Modified Domestic Demand will 
grow by 4.4 per cent in 2022 and 3.7 per cent in 2023. 
 

Taking into account the caveat above, in the first quarter of 2022, Ireland’s Gross National 
Product grew by 8.2% year-on-year.  The Economic Social and Research Institute projects 
GNP to grow by 5.8% in 2022 as a whole, and by 3.9 per cent in 2023. 
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In its June Economic Commentary, the Economic Social and Research Institute projected 
that GDP would grow by 6.8 per cent in 2022, and 4.8 per cent in 2023. 
 
Although the Irish economy continues to bounce back from the pandemic, growth is being 
impacted by the economic knock-on effects of the war in Ukraine. 
 
While the lifting of Covid restrictions in January 2022 provided a growth impetus, rising 
inflation coupled with increased uncertainty dented consumer confidence.  In their April 
quarterly report, therefore, the Central Bank revised their growth forecasts down to 4.8 per 
cent in 2022, 4.3 per cent in 2023 and 3.9 per cent in 2024.  The same factors will impact on 
Ireland’s trading partners, with estimates suggesting that the war in Ukraine will reduce 
Eurozone GDP by 1.5 per cent by the end of 2023. 
 
The Central Bank expects exports to grow by 8 per cent in 2022, 6.2 per cent in 2023 and 6 
per cent in 2024. 
 
According to Eurostat, Irish Gross Value Added was €10.75 billion in March 2022 – a record 
high with the record low having occurred in June 2020 (€8.24 billion).  It should, however, 
be noted that Gross Value Added in the Republic is distorted by multinational activities. 
 
Inflation hit 8.3% in May according to the Central Statistics Office, above the Eurozone 
average of 8.1%. This was the third consecutive month of record high levels of inflation.   
 
The ESRI projects that inflation will average 7.1 per cent in 2022. The EU‘s Harmonised Index 
of Consumer Prices (HICP) for Ireland is estimated to have increased by 9.6% in the year to 
June 2022. 
 
Energy prices, which are impacting on both households and businesses, are estimated to 
have increased by 46.2% since May 2021. 
 
Unemployment, employment and economic inactivity  
At the start of 2022, 158,000 more people were in employment than at the start of 2020, 
before the pandemic hit:  the total number in employment is 2.5 million, of whom 237,000 
were still on state employment supports at the end of March. 
 
In addition to record employment levels, with the employment rate surpassing pre-crash 
levels in 2007, the last two years have seen the greatest annual fall in the share of inactive 
working age adults since the financial crisis.  This has been driven by higher numbers of 
younger and female workers. 
 
The seasonally adjusted monthly unemployment rate in May 2022 was 4.7%, as against 4.8% 
in February 2020, prior to the pandemic. 
 
In June 2022, the ESRI projected that unemployment would continue to fall, averaging 5 per 
cent for 2022 and dropping further to 4 per cent in 2023. 
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2021, in particular, saw strong growth in high-waged sectors such as Information and 
Communications, although this growth dropped off between the end of 2021 and the first 
quarter of 2022. 
 
2021 also saw strong employment growth in professional, scientific and technical activities 
and in financial, insurance and real estate. 
 
Compared to the first quarter of 2020, the first quarter of 2022 saw around 75,000 new jobs 
in public administration, health and education; this was largely accounted for by the public 
sector.   
 
However, employment in the lowest-paid sector, hospitality, was about 3% lower in the first 
quarter of 2022 compared to the first quarter of 2020.   Furthermore, the share of part-time 
employment in the sector went from 41% in early 2020 to 52% in Q4 2021.  
 
According to the NERI, over two years approximately 140,000 out of 158,000 net new jobs 
were at the top of the skill/wages spectrum, with 40,000 more in management positions 
and 37,000 more professionals (though this dropped off by an estimated 15,000 in the latest 
quarter) and approximately 50,000 new ‘associate professional’ positions.  
 
With restrictions fully lifted, the second quarter of 2022 is likely to see employment catch 
up in other sectors such as sales and customer service, caring, leisure and other services and 
elementary occupations within Retail and Accommodation and Food as well as Skilled trades 
and Process, Plant and Machine operatives in Construction. 
 
During the pandemic, a disproportionate share (41%) of employment growth was in part-
time work, and this is reflected in a slight reduction in average hours per worker, down to 
32.3 from 32.5. 
 
Earnings 
While the latest earnings data shows nominal growth in hourly and weekly earnings, 
inflation means that – over the two years from the first quarter of 2020 to the first quarter 
of 2022 - real wage growth was just 3.7%, or less than 2% on average per annum. 
 
Over that period, real weekly earnings grew in the mining and quarrying; IT; professional, 
scientific and technical activities; and arts, entertainment and recreation sectors.  However, 
they fell in in sectors such as retail and health, as well as construction and public 
administration. This data should be treated with caution due to the distorting effect of 
lockdowns as well as compositional changes over the period. 
 
Except for the Gardaí, wages have fallen in real terms for all public sector workers over the 
course of the pandemic.  It should be noted that public sector pay talks were ongoing at the 
time of writing (June 2022). 
 
Fiscal policy and public spending 
As the Government prepares to announce Budget 2023 on 27 September (two weeks earlier 
than normal), the Summer Economic Statement (July 2022) projected that the public 
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finances will have a surplus of just over €2 billion this year and next, driven by exceptionally 
high corporation tax receipts.  It should be noted, however, that approximately half of these 
receipts are down to just ten multinational firms, presenting an obvious vulnerability if 
these companies decide to withdraw, for example because of a global overhaul in corporate 
tax regimes.  The over-reliance on multi-nationals again highlights Ireland’s failure to 
develop a strong and resilient indigenous enterprise sector. 

As of July, it is expected that the Government will announce €6.7bn in spending and tax 
measures in Budget 2023 (an increase of €1.7 billion over previous plans), and hundreds of 
millions in additional supports aimed at easing cost-of-living crisis. 

Tax measures are expected to account for €1.05 billion, double the amount previously 
projected, much of which is likely to be used to raise tax bands and thresholds.   

It is also expected that there will be a series of once-off measures designed to address the 
cost of living crisis 

Given the cost of living pressures on people living on low fixed incomes – especially social 
protection recipients and pensioners – the Government is facing calls to bring forward an 
Emergency Budget before the announced date of 27 September 

Notwithstanding the over-reliance on multinational corporate tax receipts, the latest 
economic data indicate that the Government has considerable room for manoeuvre.  It is 
also likely that borrowing rates, although rising, will remain low, further increasing the 
government’s options: borrowing currently accounts for 1 per cent of GNI*.   
 
However, all the signs are that opportunities will again be missed in Budget 2023, with the 
focus on ameliorative once-off measures to cushion cost of living increases rather than 
transformative measures such as long-term investment in accessible public services. 
 
It is unlikely that Budget 2023 will reverse the decline in electoral support for the two main 
Coalition parties, Fine Gael and Fianna Fail. 
 
ORGANISING & LEVERAGE  
Since the last Irish Policy Conference, the National Organising and Leverage Department has 
been working hard to expand and develop Work, Voice, Pay which is the cornerstone of our 
Union’s industrial strategy. Our Union recognises that it is only by delivering at the 
workplace that we remain relevant to working people. It is our success or failure at the 
bargaining table that we are ultimately judged on. That strategy can be summed up as:  
 
Securing good jobs and decent work  
Making sure workers have a strong and effective voice  
Getting decent pay and conditions  

The Department nationally continues to focus our resources into defending our members 
and building growth in key areas across Regions and nations. The cost of living crisis is now 
deepening across the country and the department has been supporting key disputes in 
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winning above inflation pay increases for members. The department is putting resources 
directly into combines to support our shop stewards in building sector wide campaigns. 
There are key areas such as CAT that require a rebuilding of our shop stewards network as 
the industry begins to open up following restrictions being lifted. A plan for growth and 
engagement is under development in the key Ground Handling area of CAT. 

Overview: Defending our Members and Building Strength in the Workplace 

• The department continues to support key national disputes with organising 
resource as agreed with the General Secretary and reps. 

• Organisers are being deployed into key targets for growth and supporting 
members in dispute. 

• Preparations continue for a move to sectoral organising and combines are being 
set up to ensure reps are brought together and key issues identified. 

• Cross Regional/National organising support has provided significant wins and 
supports our overall objectives of building worker power in sectors. 

• Remote organising techniques will still remain a key part of our support for areas 
and sectors that are still limited by current and possible future restrictions. 

• The Pay Claim Generator and Employer Profile Generator continue to be 
accessed and utilised by shop stewards and officers. Since the last EC 1350 Pay claims 
have been generated and 560 reports on EPG have been generated.  

• The Department has continued to assist numerous campaigns that have focused 
on workplace issues and is working cross regionally/nationally in many cases to ensure a 
consistent, coordinated fightback in employers that are UK wide.  

• Defending our reps who face attack from the employer has been a key feature of 
the departments work. 

 
National Disputes support 
The department continues to deploy resources into key disputes to support our reps and 
members. 
 
Finance and Legal 
The department has been providing support for our reps and members across key dispute 
areas of Finance and legal.  
 
Combines 
The department continues to work closely with the combine leads to assist in building the 
work of the combines. 
 
Organising resource will be deployed into the Passenger sector and ensure that every part 
of the bus sector has a plan in place to deliver growth and build local and sector wide 
campaigns to improve standards and campaign on the issues directly affecting our 
members. 
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As reported Organising resource is being made available to assist with mobilising on issues 
in LA combines and finance. 
 
Work Voice Pay 
WVP toolkit: Pay Claim Generator (PCG) and Employer Profile Generator (EPG) 
 
We continue to develop both the PCG and EPG. Alterations and improvements are made 
every quarter based on an assessment of the feedback we receive. 
PCG Stats as of 30/04/22 
 
The Pay Claim Generator continued to be well used and this shows that for many pay 
negotiations are recommencing.  
 
Since Launch (March 2018): 
 
• Shop Stewards/Reps and Officials logged onto the Pay Claim Generator – 

114,511 
• Pay Claims Generated – 21,236 
 
Employer Profile Generator Stats as of 30/04/22 
Since Launch: 
 
• Shop Stewards/Reps/Officers logged onto the Employer Profile Generator – 

64367 
• Employer Profiles Generated – 7073 
 
Irish Regional Organising and Leverage 
Since the last policy conference, the Organising Department in Ireland, particularly during 
the lock-down periods of the pandemic, pioneered, remote organising, and showed it was 
possible to successfully do so.   
  
Some of the key elements of support over the last three years were in the following sectors 
and companies 
  
Finance and Legal – Supported the Officers, RISC and the Reps in developing their “Working 
From Home” Document. Now helping to develop “Growth” plans for each company. 
Construction – Supported the Officers, Branch and Reps, in pressing for greater safety on 
site during the Covid19 crisis. 
Local Authorities – Hosted pre-strike training days, and helped with the logistics of getting 
materials out to the picket lines. 
Aerospace and Shipbuilding – Provided a “Get the Vote Out” phone banking operation to 
over 2000 members at “Spirit”, helping to ensure a massive turnout for industrial action. 
Service In. Continued support on the Thales pay campaign.  
Registered Childminders– After assisting setting up the branch we developed the 
committee structures and build campaigns to secure funding during the pandemic.  
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POLITICAL  
Northern Ireland  
Northern Ireland’s political landscape continues to be dominated by the rising tensions 
resulting from both Brexit and the NI Protocol. Ahead of the recent Assembly election, these 
led to the collapse of power-sharing institutions through the resignation of the DUP First 
Minister. Following the election, the issue has left the Assembly unable to conduct any 
business due to the failure to secure cross-community support for the election of an 
Assembly speaker. 
 
The recent election was the first in Northern Ireland’s history in which a nationalist 
designated party emerged with the largest number of seats. Under the terms of the St 
Andrew’s House agreement of 2007, this result entitles Sinn Fein the right to nominate the 
First Minister (despite the fact that there were more unionist-designated MLAs elected than 
nationalist ones). The other major party to perform very well was the Alliance party with the 
DUP only marginally down in terms of its number of seats.  
 
Overall this election was undoubtedly a watershed but is unlikely in itself to result in any 
significant change – even when, and if, the Executive is re-established. There is a strong 
likelihood that the protracted failure to nominate a speaker for the Assembly or indeed a 
functioning Executive will result in the institutions being suspended again or fresh Assembly 
elections called later in the year.  
 
Under the terms of emergency legislation introduced by the Westminster government in 
advance of the election, Executive Ministers can now remain in place for a period of six 
months regardless of the failure to agree a First Minister-Deputy First Minister in the 
Executive Office. However, they cannot take any new or controversial decisions, cannot 
agree a budget or decide how to allocate the near £500 million in Barnett consequentials 
resulting from Westminster ‘cost of living’ initiatives. 
 
The ability of the London government to take measures to directly address the cost of living 
crisis has been highly curtailed as a result of the NI Protocol, e.g. they cannot unilaterally 
extend VAT reductions to electricity/oil/gas prices. As a result, we face the prospect of 
continued inaction in the face of a mounting cost of living crisis in Northern Ireland.  
 
Brexit 
The hard Tory Brexit pursued by the current Westminster government in 2019-2020 made 
unavoidable either a hard border either north-south in Ireland or east-west between Britain 
and Ireland. In either case, the resulting economic dislocation and political fallout was going 
to be substantial.  
 
Unite opposed any exit deal which would have resulted in either a hard border north-south 
or east-west from the immediate aftermath of the 2016 Brexit referendum, while also 
recognising the decisive nature of the vote. The position put forward by our region, and 
adopted at the 2019 IPC, was subsequently adopted by our union nationally and then by the 
Labour party leadership. Unfortunately, our appeals to avoid the hardest of Brexits were 
ignored by those parties which voted down a deal which would have left the UK in the 
customs union and avoided the need for a hard border. 
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As a result of the Brexit deal which was eventually agreed, the UK government and EU 
negotiated the NI Protocol as a basis to proceed with UK EU exit without breaching Good 
Friday/Belfast Agreement commitments to the all-island market. The Protocol effectively 
amounted to Northern Ireland remaining within the EU common market for goods but not 
for services and tied Northern Ireland into the EU Sanitary Phyto-Sanitary SPS rules and the 
EU VAT collection system albeit with UK-government agreed VAT rates. The Protocol made 
it necessary to impose a new tier of checks on goods entering Northern Ireland from Great 
Britain and restricted agri-food imports which were not in compliance with EU market rules. 
Even then most of those checks have never been enforced as there was initially a ‘grace 
period’ and subsequently the UK government has moved unilaterally to remove them. 
 
The Protocol and EU Exit agreement also imposed state aid rules on Northern Ireland 
manufacturers designed to make illegal any state intervention in the market which might 
provide an unfair advantage to NI companies selling into the EU single market. Notably, 
given our union’s commitment to nationalisation where necessary to save jobs or secure 
investment, these rules effectively cut across the ability of government to nationalise 
sectors. 
 
The Protocol also protects the all-island Energy market but limits the ability of government 
to nationalise energy companies or for the introduction of UK-wide fuel poverty measures in 
regard to capping energy prices or reducing VAT without prior agreement from the EU.  
 
The new arrangements posed obstacles to the importation of goods from GB to Northern 
Ireland but provided NI exporters with free and frictionless access to both the main GB 
market but also EU markets – in particular that of the Republic of Ireland. While the 
provisions were necessary to safeguard the integrity of the all-Island market – as specified in 
the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement – it compromised the integrity of the UK-wide market – 
a key element of the 1801 Act of Union and thereby undermined the commitment in the 
GFA for the constitutional position of Northern Ireland to be determined by the majority. 
 
The result has been a rise in community and political tensions across Northern Ireland. 
Unfortunately in some cases, most especially public transport, our members have borne the 
brunt of those rising tensions. We continue to oppose all forms of violence, threats and 
intimidation of workers regardless of the source and set forward the need for workers’ 
unity.  
 
In recent weeks, the Westminster government has moved legislation which would 
unilaterally change the NI Protocol. This sets out an alternative approach in which Northern 
Ireland would be reintegrated into the UK market for goods – with only goods imported 
from GB which were deemed likely to enter the Irish Republic or EU subject to the full 
regime of checks. This would also involve Northern Ireland transferring to the SPS-regime of 
the UK – meaning agricultural imports would be able to recommence. While this would 
certainly address some issues with import security, it would certainly place question marks 
over the ability of NI producers to export goods (which may contain non-EU SPS compliant 
inputs) to the EU market freely. 
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This legislation has not resulted in the re-establishment of a functioning Assembly let alone 
a functioning Executive. The political arrangements therefore remain non-functional.  
 
Covid pandemic 
The other major issue that has predominated politics since the 2019 IPC has been the 
Coronavirus pandemic.  
 
Unite engaged very extensively with political representatives during the Covid pandemic to 
raise issues of concern to our members. At the very commencement of the pandemic we 
highlighted the need for direct employment support for airport workers through a march on 
Stormont by cabin crew and airport security staff. The Coronavirus Jobs Retention Scheme 
was then introduced and we engaged widely with political representatives to ensure that 
this programme minimised job-losses and that workers who had already been made jobless 
received the payment. The union brought an especial focus on the situation in the sector 
where thousands of workers had been made jobless overnight. 
 
The union met with politicians and Ministers to secure action on health and safety in 
workplaces, including a more proactive enforcement approach by the HSENI. In public 
transport we secured cutting-edge improvements to health and safety measures adopted in 
buses and trains – which were highly effective in avoiding the tragic deaths in public 
transport in England.  
 
The newly established Registered Childminders’ branch were also highly successful in 
lobbying politicians and Ministers for additional payments and transfers for those operating 
in the sector.  
 
The union also engaged widely with politicians ahead of the reopening of the economy to 
ensure that the health and safety protections were in place to ensure it was a safe process 
and one that had the confidence of our members.  
 
Equality Agenda 
Unite has been highly proactive as a leading champion of the equality agenda and have met 
with political representatives from across the spectrum to advocate for needed legislative 
change to addressing longstanding issues of concern. Key issues for the union have been 
equal pay, abortion rights, period poverty, marriage equality, racial equality and the 
differential impact of the Covid pandemic on female workers. We have made considerable 
headway on many of these issues – in particular in regard to abortion rights and marriage 
equality.  
 
While rights for women and LGBT+ have been affirmed in these cases – it has to be 
recognised that this has occurred by legislation proceeding from Westminster. Our efforts 
were therefore often tied into work with Members of Parliament, in particular from the 
Labour party who have advocated for the rights of women and the LGBT community here. 
The union has continued to advocate to ensure that this legislation translates into a genuine 
right for women to access abortion freely through the NHS and locally. This remains a 
continuing focus for our work. 
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We were also instrumental in securing commitments which saw the provision of free 
sanitary materials in public sector buildings, in public transport buildings and in larger 
employers, e.g. Bombardier. Again, actions to address period poverty remain a focus of the 
union and our engagement with politicians. 
 
Wider political engagement 
The union has engaged political representatives across the board on a wide range of issues. 
We have responded to a wide variety of public consultations as a region – as well as 
inputting into national consultation responses and also into responses from the ICTU. 
 
One continuing theme of work has been the issue of skills and apprenticeships where the 
union has stood resolutely against moves which would have downgraded traditional 
apprenticeships and replaced them with training which was both non-transferable and 
which did not provide a professionally-recognised qualification. This work is ongoing and 
appears likely to result in a situation where Northern Ireland will retain apprenticeships 
which are employment-driven and provide workers with the skills needed for a rewarding 
career.  
 
The union has also fought a successful campaign to defend the Agricultural Wages Board 
(AWB) – which was threatened with abolition as a result of the last programme for 
government. This is the last private sector collective bargaining structure supported by 
government and moves to abolish it were driven by employers keen to remove the floor to 
pay for field and farm workers. Unite engaged extensively with the political parties and 
secured support from large civil society organisations e.g Rural Community Network and 
Family Farmers for Action. As a result we were able to secure a majority in the Assembly to 
oppose this move. Proposals to abolish the AWB were therefore not implemented as 
planned during the last assembly and it will be for an incoming DAERA Minister to decide 
whether to recommence attempts to shut down this body. 
 
POLITICAL 
Republic of Ireland 
The economic report to Conference explains how economic growth in the Republic of 
Ireland is not straight forward and is masked by a number of factors unique to Irish policy.  It 
is suffice to say that economic growth does not benefit all. Far from being a tide that raises 
all boats Ireland’s economy is marked by profound inequalities.  We have seen a growth in 
poverty and deprivation since 2019 as well as a significant escalation of homelessness 
fuelled by sharp rises in the cost of accommodation and government policy to rely on the 
private market for social housing. 
 
The first half of 2022 has been marked with record levels of inflation causing economic 
hardship and adding to the difficulties workers and their families face in paying for the 
basics; accommodation, fuel and food.  This is exacerbated for those out of work or working 
in low paid and precarious jobs.  
 
In 2021 Unite published Hungry Bellies are not Equal to Full Bellies, which challenged a false 
narrative that Ireland was becoming more equal. This exploration of deprivation and 
inequality in Ireland brought home the stark reality of a low wage economy with one of the 
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lowest levels of public service and income supports in the EU. At the time of publication of 
Hungry Bellies there were a reported 680,000 people including 200,000 children living in 
food poverty. This has further deteriorated in the interim years with Social Justice Ireland 
reporting an overall poverty rate of 19% of the population or 952,185 including 298,345 
children. This equates to one in five of the population living below the poverty line.  
 
One of the main factors in pushing people into poverty is the increasing cost of 
accommodation. Current costs of rents and mortgages are unsustainable for almost half of 
the population. Despite this growing crisis government responses have been inadequate 
and have continued to support a policy favouring the private market and neglecting the 
States responsibility as a developer or builder of homes. In many respects the current 
government, has not seen the true anger of people due to the pandemic cutting across our 
ability to mobilise in protest.  That may be yet to happen but is very likely that the anger will 
be reflected at the next election.  
 
Housing was a key issue in the general election of February 2020 and is likely to be the key 
issue in the next one. The 2020 election saw a further growth in support for Sinn Fein and a 
further decline in support for the two main right wing parties, Fianna Fail and Fine Gael, 
with smaller left leaning parties remaining stagnant. Sinn Fein received the highest first 
preference votes in the last election and support has risen since then. They currently 
dominate the polls at 36% compared with 19% and 14% for the next two largest parties Fine 
Gael and Fianna Fáil respectively.    
 
This represents a significant change of direction electorally. No political party since 
independence has had greater support than the two conservative parties, who up until the 
1990s had over 80% share of the vote between them. The dominance of Fine Gael and 
Fianna Fáil appears to be coming to an end. There is are clear indications that neither of 
them will be the dominant party in the next government.  
 
Despite this major shift away from the established right wing parties, Irish society has seen a 
growth in far right activity across the country. This unfortunately is reflective of a pattern 
across Europe and further afield. Fuelled by Trump’s presidency in the USA we have seen 
open attacks on the rights of Women, LGBT+, migrants and other minority groups. In the 
Republic of Ireland a number of political parties, groupings and individuals have come to the 
fore in our communities to spread racist hate.  
 
This was particularly evident during the lockdowns when conspiracy theory was used to 
recruit and sow division in our communities. Unite has lead the way in the trade union 
movement in responding to the threat and very real danger of racism and fascism. We have 
campaigned strongly under our Unity over Division banner to build anti-racist networks 
(Communities Against Racism, CAR) to provide training and education to activists and 
community groups and responded at local level in areas where the far right have tried to 
gain support. This is a vital response from our union and we must continue to protect our 
members and our class from this dangerous anti-trade union and racist ideology.  
 
It is Unite’s policy to have a strong political voice, fighting on behalf of working peoples’ 
interests. Trade unions are vital to tackling inequality, we have a huge and important role to 
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play in the face of the crises created by neo-liberalism. To do our jobs we need to campaign 
strongly for legislative changes to allow trade unions to have an effective voice. We need to 
be heard, we need trade union recognition, the right to access and to collective bargaining.  
We need to organise in the unorganised work places and build links with the progressive 
activists in our communities so that together we can take on inequality.  
 
EQUALITIES 
The Region is committed to Equality which is about organising to make a difference, ending 
collective and structured barriers and discrimination in our workplaces and society.  We aim 
to do this by giving our workplace representatives the tools to assist with this challenge, to 
ensure we have more inclusive, equal and diverse workplaces. These reps need to reflect 
our membership. 
 
We will do this with the assistance of a new National strategy for Equalities for 2020 to 
2030. The Region will produce action plans in line with this strategy and national conference 
motions. Below is an account of the region’s actions and events carried out against the 
backdrop of the Covid lockdown since 2019.  
 
Shortly before the pandemic hit, in March 2020, Unite published its submission to the 
Citizens’ Assembly on Gender Equality, coinciding with International Women’s Day.  In early 
2022, we followed that up with our response to the Assembly’s recommendations. At the 
end of 2021, Unite made a submission to the Government Review of the Equalities Acts. 
 
It was clear from early on that Covid-19 and the associated restrictions had a 
disproportionate impact on the most vulnerable groups in society.  In response to an 
initiative by Head Office, Unite prepared ‘Equality Notes’ on Covid-19 and the public policy 
response, illustrating how both the virus itself, and the impact of the ‘lockdown’, were being 
experienced very differently by different sections of society. Our BAEM members in 
particular were disproportionately being impacted by the virus. Unite produced Covid 
Health & Safety documents specific to BAEM, Women, LGBT+ and disabled members.  
 
During the pandemic, Unite also produced a document on Equality Impact Assessments 
illustrating how the public sector duty can be leveraged to improve equality outcomes.  The 
document was very comprehensive and provided information for representatives carrying 
out health and safety audits ensuring that equality and diversity considerations were 
applied, ensuring a fair workplace for all. 
 
One impact of lockdown was an increase in reports of domestic violence and abuse 
throughout Britain and Ireland. Unite produced guidance for representatives on dealing 
with these issues, and a specific ROI version of this guidance was also published. In 
November 2021, to coincide with the End Violence Against Women campaign, the Regional 
Women’s Officer gave a presentation on tackling image-based abuse.  The Region submitted 
a response to the DOJ Sexual Offences & Trafficking Victims Bill before it was passed by the 
NI Executive. The Bill includes the creation of several new offences: non-fatal strangulation, 
up-skirting and down blousing, cyber flashing, and masquerading as a child on-line.  It also 
includes the exclusion of the public from all serious sexual offence court hearings. The Bill 
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will give greater protection by abolishing the rough sex defence and tightening legislation 
relating to the unwanted disclosure of private sexual images. 
 
Unite submitted a written response to the Minister on the ROI third strategy on Domestic, 
Sexual & Gender-Based Violence noting the need for safe workplaces, domestic violence 
leave, lack of refuges and non-means tested payments to DV victims. The Irish government 
has committed to a new strategy that is resourced with funding and a minister responsible 
for its implementation. 

Unite responded to the Public consultation Review of the operation of the Health 
(Regulation of Termination of Pregnancy) Act 2018, noting our concerns regarding the 3 day 
wait limit, challenges for women in rural areas by improving services and availability, as 1 in 
10 GP’s in ROI are providing abortion services, and the absence of safe zones to stop anti-
abortion activities outside clinics. In NI we supported the Clare Baily, MLA private members 
Bill which provides safe access zones for health settings with abortion access.  

Unite wrote to the Department of Communities twice at the start of the summer 2020 to 
raise issues relating to women being impacted by Covid. As a consequence changes were 
made to how expectant mothers SMP is determined when they were on furlough in NI. 

The Region produced a virtual Pride video by the LGBT+ committee for both Dublin and 
Belfast’s virtual Prides so we could continue to support them during lockdown. 

The Region provided EQIA Covid training for representatives and also provided two hour 
workshops for members who identify as women, BAEM, Disabled and LGBT+ who wish to 
become representatives or more involved in union committees. These workshops were 
facilitated on-line with three other Regions. 
 
The pandemic changed the way we all operated and interacted, and that was also true of 
International Women’s Day (IWD).  To mark IWD 2021, Unite organised an online seminar – 
From Chains to Change – marking the previous 50 years of fighting for women’s rights in 
Ireland. 
 
The Regional Women’s & Equalities Officer represented the unions on the new Northern 
Ireland Department of Communities Disability Co-Design Group to develop a disability 
strategy.  The group met on a monthly basis and have now concluded a draft plan to go to 
the Minister and advisors for approval. 

The National Equality conferences took place remotely in May 2021. Each Region hosted a 
lunchtime workshop during the month and our region hosted one entitled Post Covid 19: 
Economic recovery and women.  

The Region supported a work-in/protest by Regina Coeli Hostel workers in Belfast which 
lasted 11 weeks.  The hostel provided support for vulnerable women who are homeless and 
was the only hostel of its kind in NI. We received assurances from the Department for 
Communities and the NI Housing Executive that an enhanced and expanded service for 
homeless women, including a women’s only hostel in the city, will be opened. The campaign 
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was excellent and the workers are a credit to themselves. They didn’t let these vulnerable 
women down and fought until a similar service has been promised by the Department of 
Communities. The protest was supported by many branches, women’s committee, 
community members and staff. 
 
The period dignity campaign was launched in 2019 and supported by workplaces and 
branches.  In NI this year a £2.6 Million scheme was launched to promote period dignity in 
schools and a private member’s Bill to legislate for free sanitary products in all public 
buildings was passed.          
                                                                                             
A Hidden Disabilities seminar took place in Belfast on International Day for Persons with 
Disabilities on 3 December 2019. The seminar was well attended by workplace 
representatives and some HR representatives.  The speakers were excellent and covered 
Autism, Fibromyalgia and Mental Health. 
 
RETIRED MEMBERS 
The Retired Members’ Committee and Unite community members organised a very 
successful sit in at the BBC in Belfast on International Day for Older people to show their 
outrage at the BBC declaring they are removing the TV licence for over 75s not in receipt of 
pension credit.  There was a great turnout and the members occupied the reception area of 
the building with Unite ’Don’t Switch us Off’ placards and stickers.  Unite also held a zoom 
meeting to discuss the removal of the TV license from over 75’s and the region produced a 
pledge to retain the free license which we asked our MPs to sign. 
 
YOUNG MEMBERS 
Members of our Youth Committee were extremely busy during this pandemic especially in 
the hospitality sector, addressing health and safety matter in workplaces, closures and job 
cuts.  
 
Two hospitality members won a landmark victory in the Labour Court which determined 
that they had been dismissed from their jobs in Dublin’s Ivy Restaurant on foot of their 
trade union activities. The women had been fighting for decent terms & conditions and the 
retention of their tips. As already reported, Unite has campaigned to stop the practice of ‘tip 
theft’ in the hospitality sector and in July 2022 welcomed the Government’s decision to 
bring forward an amendment to the Payment of Wages (Tips and Gratuities) bill banning 
service charges in restaurants unless they go directly to staff; these workers are mainly 
young workers. 
 
Unite also lobbied Ministers on a range of equalities concerns raised by our members, from 
the need for universal provision of free school meals to the need for enhanced and 
accessible personal transport supports for people with disabilities. 
 
UNITE IN THE COMMUNITY  
Community membership offers an opportunity for those not in work to be able to come 
together to campaign around issues outside the workplace, often on a localised basis. Our 
union supports such activism through the provision of resources and any necessary training.  
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In April 2022, the inaugural Regional Community Conference took place and a Regional 
Community Campaign Forum was elected from Community Branch Officers throughout the 
Region. Members from the Committee were also elected to attend the inaugural National 
Community Members’ Conference in November in Birmingham. 
 
Northern Ireland  
Unite in the Community in Northern Ireland has been very active since the last policy 
conference across a wide variety of campaigns and has scored a series of high-profile 
successes. 
 
Helping in the community: our members have consistently organised support for the 
vulnerable and needy. In conjunction with their soap kitchen which provides a hot meal 
daily, community members in North Belfast Advice Partnership continue to deliver around 
500 bags of food a week across Belfast as well as to children over the holiday period. 
Community members engaged with industrial members through branches and workplaces 
to secure donations. As a result during Christmas, Community members delivered around 
2,000 bags of food along with toys for children in need. In London’Derry city, community 
members walked the streets at night handing out tea and sandwiches as well as giving out 
warm clothes. Community members also work with foodbanks elsewhere in Northern 
Ireland, including in Enniskillen, Derry/Londonderry, Ballymena and Newry. 
  
Covid 19 brought its own challenges and all of our Community branches and groups were at 
the forefront of helping and supporting the needy and vulnerable as well as our retired 
members. The operation of giving out food in Belfast became so large that our members 
had to hire the SSE arena in an effort which brought together all charities across Belfast for 
the Christmas period.  During the lockdown, Community members fanned out across the 
North delivering food hampers and hot meals to hundreds if not thousands of homes. 
Community members organised production lines to produce PPE to supply nursing homes 
and carers left without across the North. Community members in Enniskillen distributed 
hundreds of disposable aprons and screen masks to carers, hospitals and nursing homes as 
well as delivering medication to vulnerable people. 
  
Unite Community provides support and access to welfare advice and opportunities for re-
training – we have worked with industrial members and officers to deliver such training 
where job losses have been announced. During redundancies which were announced during 
the lockdown, we organised zoom conferences in factories as well as one-to-one meetings 
providing advice on welfare, benefits and step-by-step advice on how to apply. We have 
also organised training for employment and upskilling, CSR, Forklift training, H&S. This 
training is delivered to both community and industrial members. The Coordinator also 
provides industrial representative training at stages 1 and 2. 
  
Community members have also led the way in peace building. The NI Protocol has 
generated mounting tensions in inner-city working class communities and this led to 
violence at interfaces involving young people. Unite in the community engaged directly with 
young people involved in violence at the interface at Springfield Road and Tigers-bay from 
across both Springmartin/Highfield. Our members have brought them together for a 
number of different projects including CSR training for ten young people from both sides of 
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the divide. The aim is to help them secure employment opportunities and avoid getting 
involved in trouble. In Springmartin and Springfield we are working with parents delivering 
courses around a number of topics including access to a cross-community, community farm. 
  
The Community branches are also involved in an ongoing basis where any rise in tensions 
results in a threat to workers – where the Coordinator engages to resolve such situations.  
 
Our members were also in the four day search around North Belfast for Noah Donohoe 
which had gone missing, we searched the mountain and waste ground being guided by the 
police. Sadly the boy was later found dead. 
  
Unite Community has been active on workers’ rights and equality. Members attended a 
number of rallies and protests demanding repeal of anti-trade union laws, including 
speaking at both rallies at Belfast City Hall and at Stormont on the issue. Community 
members are involved in counter-protests against hate speech directed to LGBT+ in Belfast 
and other parts of Northern Ireland. 
 
Other campaigns included a series of battles to safeguard hospital services at both Daisyhill 
hospital in Newry and in Southwest Acute hospital in Enniskillen. In both cases, Community 
members worked with industrial members to organise mass rallies which defeated threats 
to close services. Members were also involved in a campaign against the introduction of 
‘welfare reform’ – including holding information meetings, raising a petition and its delivery 
and protests at the department and at Hillsborough castle. Members have also fought 
against outsourcing of leisure services and organised the first cross-community protest 
against Belfast City Council outsourcing bringing together workers and service users across 
the peace lines on the Falls and Shankill Road. Members also organised two occupations of 
BBC buildings in protest at the removal of free TV licenses for over 75s.  
  
Community members also actively organise in solidarity with industrial members involved in 
disputes – most recently in Glen Dimplex and the Burke Shipping disputes but we have also 
organised solidarity protests in Belfast for the MANDATE members working for Debenhams 
in the Republic who were sacked without any redundancy payments. 
  
Members also were directly and centrally involved in the work-in occupation by staff and 
residents at Regina Coeli hostel in Belfast. This was the only female-only facility in Northern 
Ireland to provide accommodation and support to women at risk of homelessness, 
addiction, mental health and domestic abuse. Community members organising an external 
24-7 solidarity vigil, organised protests, distributed leaflets door-to-door through thousands 
of houses in the catchment and organised stalls in shopping malls in support of the 
campaign. The result of community campaigning was a Ministerial commitment to re-
establish a similar facility elsewhere in the city and the provision of full-time 
accommodation to all residents. 
  
Unite Community led a very successful campaign in Newry to retain the Albert Basin. Newry 
was the only city in Northern Ireland without a green area and we worked with the local 
community to force politicians to u-turn on plans for the basin to be developed as council 
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facilities. After a protest drawing hundreds in the town, Stormont Ministers announced £16 
million in investment to develop the basin into a community park. 
  
Community also play a leading role in support of the Champions’ cup. In the last year, two 
Irish Premiership Football Clubs worked in partnership with us to support community 
programme including fund-raising for foodbanks. Our other work around the Champions’ 
Cup included fundraising and support for schools in deprived working-class areas and those 
servicing children with special educational needs. We have also rolled out an educational 
programme using football which introduces children to basic computer programming skills.  
 
In January for the first time we organised joint community forums bringing together 
members from north and south. These will run quarterly. 
 
Republic of Ireland 
Unite Community in ROI has been active across a wide range of issues over the last three 
years. Despite the restrictions of the pandemic we have been able to established new 
networks and build our profile in a number of key areas.  
 
Unity over Division 
Unite Community has been to the forefront in responding to the rise in hate groups and 
racism over the course of the last few years. In the aftermath of progressive steps taken in 
regards to marriage equality and reproductive rights we have witnessed a galvanization of 
right wing and far right parties and movements.  Unite Community took action to build 
networks, education, training and to counter far right activities during elections and have 
remained vigilant at a grassroots level to the activities of hate groups.  
 
Unite Community was instrumental in establishing the Communities against Racism network 
(CAR). Through this we distributed anti-racist material with our Unity over Division message 
and strategy to communities across the country. Through this network community members 
working with Unite’s Education Officer, Barry Faulkner, adapted the UK education resource 
to an ROI context. In 2020 during Covid lockdown we began to deliver education courses 
online to help activists to recognise the tactics of hate groups, to identify them and to pull 
decent people out of their orbit. The potential of Far Right groups to cause division and to 
undermine working class solidarity is increasing and our union has actively responded across 
their divisive agenda. This training is now being brought into communities on a face to face 
basis. The course was recently delivered to approximately 40 community workers in the 
Blanchardstown/Clonsilla area of Dublin. 
 
Our members have also reached out effectively to marginalized groups in our communities.   
There are groups of people who for a variety of reasons have been unable to access trade 
union membership in the past. Unite community has built up links with members of the 
travelling community as well as people who are seeking asylum and refuge in Ireland.  
 
Community members have taken part in protests and solidarity events over the last three 
years with the Travelling Community in Dublin, Cork, and Mayo. Our members supported 
the solidarity protest in Ballymun and Castlebar to call for basic facilities for families living 
on sites without clean water or electricity. We were part of a protest at Ballymun that 
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forced the local council to engage in works at a family site in June 2021. Our members 
helped to organise a similar protest in Castlebar in August of 2021.  Members also took part 
in the Traveler Mental Health demonstration at the Dáil in May 2022. We are an inclusive 
trade union and are opposed to discrimination and institutional racism aimed at our 
Travelling Community.  
 
Community members have also engaged with asylum seekers and people living in direct 
provision centers across the country.  This year for International Women’s day we teamed 
up with the Cork Traveler Visibility Group and one of our members, Meena Asckry, to hold 
an event describing her journey to Ireland to escape the oppressive Taliban regime in 
Afghanistan.  The theme of displacement and oppression is one that resonates with many of 
our own communities. Community members then held a wider meeting in Dungarvan with 
four families living in DP in the town to discuss support and solidarity.  
 
Having learned about the plight of women and girls in particular living under the Taliban, 
Unite Community organised a successful online webinar in conjunction with ICTU Women’s 
Committee to discuss access to education for women and girls in Afghanistan. Speakers 
from Human Rights Watch, Oireachtas Justice Committee, ASTI joined Unite community 
members to outline practical steps to support the right to education for all.  
 
As another act of support Unite Community held a music event in Dungarvan. In conjunction 
with Unite Education music lessons were organised for the children living in direct provision 
who we supplied with Ukuleles and a visit from the musician Bressie.  
 
The Unite Champions’ Cup community work helped us to increase our profile in working 
class communities under our theme of Diversity Equality & Community. In 2019/20 we 
supported the young football players at Mosney Direct Provision Centre. Supplying them 
with football boots and training with the FAI for teenagers. Despite the intervention of 
Covid we have maintained a strong link with the football coaches at Mosney.  
 
During 2021/2022 we worked closely with Shamrock Rovers and St Patricks’ Athletic to bring 
STEM education resources to a number of Déis schools in Clondalkin, Tallaght, Inchicore and 
Ballyfermot. This is an excellent piece of technology that teaches children a wide range of 
tech skills as well as being a fun and inclusive way to learn. The technology is the first of its 
kind and carries our Unite Stand for Unity over Division logo.  Courses are currently running 
in ten schools and we hope to maintain our friendship with the clubs and schools into the 
future.  
 
This year Unite Community also sponsored the Hijabs & Hat Tricks football team. In addition 
to kitting the players out with Unite Community jerseys, we have been able to provide some 
financial support to the initiative. This innovative programme is run by Sports against Racism 
Ireland (SARI) and is designed to encourage young Muslim women and girls to get involved 
in football and wider sporting activities.  
 
Throughout the past three years our community members have actively supported causes 
and campaigns in line with our policies and ethos. Members have taken part in 
demonstrations on climate action, anti-racism, cost of living. As well as international 
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solidarity events such as with Polish women facing a repression of their right to bodily 
autonomy and Anti War demonstrations after the invasion of Ukraine. Many community 
members also support Christmas Appeals such as the basket brigade organised by one of 
our members in the Dublin area to provide Christmas hampers each December to 
vulnerable members of our communities.  
 
On an industrial front community members have been present to show their solidarity with our 
members at University Hospital Waterford; The Ivy Restaurant; our comrades at Regina Coeli 
Belfast and the striking workers at Debenhams Ireland.  
 
Community members from ROI took part in the first regional forum in January and are looking 
forward to running a joint campaign on rising energy costs later this year.   
 
EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT 
There is no doubting the impact created by Covid but the admin and tutors have worked 
tirelessly to minimise this and should be congratulated for doing so in the most difficult of 
situations. 
 
Over the past couple of years and given the Covid situation which limited our ability to 
directly deliver education to our representatives and members, the region has developed an 
online format to ensure that our representatives had the best education programme 
possible to continue supporting our members.  
 
To this end we have delivered: 
Data W/Place Reps H&S Other Courses Total  
Number of 
Courses 

29 15 28 72 

Male Students 243 140 158 541 
Female Students 52 10 137 199 
Student Total 295 150 295 1281 
Total Student 
Days 

2553 1437 528 4518 

 
As we move forward, we will be looking to expand the education provision across both 
jurisdictions and indeed to try and bring education on a more localised basis providing not 
only core classes but to also a bespoke package for individual companies and sectors. 
 
INTERNATIONAL 
Introduction:  
Since the last Irish Policy Conference Unite has continued to work actively at the European 
and wider international level. The demand from members for support in international work 
increased significantly during the Covid19 pandemic as a huge number of multinational 
companies sought to restructure their operations and as members and officers sought 
international comparisons on health and safety issues as well as employment protection 
schemes. As the Covid19 pandemic has begun to ease the conflict between Russia and the 
Ukraine has erupted with potentially massive consequences for workers in Europe and 
globally. At the same time the ongoing Brexit process continues to present enormous 
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challenges to the interests of Unite members and work to fight against the negative impacts 
of the process is a central work area of the union internationally.  
 
In addition to these new areas of work Unite has continued to be fully active in the 
European and Global Trade Union Federations to which it is affiliated, continued its work 
with sister unions in Workers Uniting, been heavily engaged around multinational 
companies in all sectors, and continued to play a full role in all its priority solidarity work, 
such as in relation to Palestine, Colombia and Turkey/Kurdistan. More details are given 
below.  
 
Brexit 
Since the last Irish Regional Conference Unite has been extremely active in trying to protect 
Unite members from many negative impacts of Brexit. This has ranged from efforts to keep 
Unite reps in European Works Councils, political lobbying to protect the food, drink and 
agricultural sector, opposition to attacks on rights emanating from European employment 
legislation, intervening to help get US tariffs on steel lifted, and opposing the UK’s TUC 
decision to halve its affiliation to the European TUC. It is clear that Brexit is having a huge 
impact upon Unite members and wider society on the Ireland of Ireland and Unite will 
continue its efforts to make sure that working people do not pay the price for Brexit. 
 
Global federations  
Unite continues to play a full roll in the global and European trade union federations that it 
affiliates to including: IndustriALL-Global & IndustriALL-Europe (manufacturing sectors); UNI 
global and UNI Europe (finance, services, and graphical); ITF and ETF (transport); IUF and 
EFFAT (Food, Agriculture and Hospitality); BWI and EFBWW (construction) and PSI and EPSU 
(public services). Work includes organising, campaigns, industrial solidarity, company/ 
sector networks, EWCs and Global framework agreements.  
 
Multinationals  
Unite remains extremely active in the work of building stronger international trade union 
alliances aimed at holding multinational companies to account and ensuring their adherence 
to international labour standards. Unite continues to actively participate in multinational 
networks and sector networks through the federations and Workers Uniting.  A major area 
of work recently has been to ensure that UK employees remain within the scope of EWC’s 
and that their representatives retain full rights post Brexit, this has not been an easy task. As 
Unite battles to maintain a presence for UK members and rights within existing EWCs, at 
European level discussions are beginning around initiatives to review and strengthen EWC 
legislation further for EU member states.  
 
Workers Uniting  
Unite is part of a transnational union with United steelworkers of North America and Los 
Mineros of Mexico. Workers Uniting also has a partnership with Fensuagro, the most 
persecuted trade union in Colombia whose members are regularly threatened and 
murdered. Workers Uniting gives practical and political support and work continues 
industrially on common companies and sectors as well as joint work on political and 
solidarity projects.   
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Solidarity  
Colombia - Colombia remains the most dangerous place in the world to be a trade unionist, 
and Unite is continuing its solidarity work with the trade union movement there. Unite 
continues to campaign with Justice for Colombia for the peace process to be implemented 
fully by the Colombian government. Despite the FARC adhering to its side of the agreement 
and some aspects of the agreement moving forward well, the Colombian government has 
been slow in many other parts and the violence against former combatants continues to 
rise. Unite has also continued take part in all-party delegations from Ireland in support of 
the Colombian peace process. Unite is affiliated to Justice for Colombia Ireland. 
 
Turkey / Kurds / Syria – Unite has been at the forefront of the Freedom for Ocalan UK trade 
Union campaign set up in 2016. Abdullah Ocalan is the Kurdish political leader who has been 
held in prison in Turkey for over 22 years in total isolation against international and Turkish 
domestic law. He speaks for the Kurdish people’s aspirations for freedom from political and 
cultural oppression and for democracy and peace. From his prison cell, Mr Öcalan has led a 
campaign for peace, equality, democracy, freedom and women’s liberation. His writings 
have inspired many around the world but most prominently in Rojava – North East Syria – 
where the people there, upon defeating ISIS, have started to develop an equal democratic 
society that reflect these values, with women front and centre. Unite will continue to assist 
in organising all party delegation to the Kurdish areas of Iraq and North east Syria. 
 
Palestine – Unite continues to work with the Palestine Solidarity Campaign and Palestinian 
civil society to highlight the dire situation facing the Palestinians and build international 
solidarity. In 2016 Unite passed a motion at its policy conference identifying Israel as an 
apartheid state. Since then reports from Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International, Israeli 
human rights organisation B’Tselem, and the UN special rapporteur, have all identified Israel 
as practicing the crime of apartheid. Unite will continue to support to the Boycott, 
Divestment and Sanctions campaign as called for by Palestinian civil society and will 
continue to send delegations to the area so members have first-hand experience of the 
situation that faces Palestinians. Unite will continue to push this narrative and 
understanding of the reality in Palestine in the European and Global federations. 
 
Other Solidarity – Unite will continue to actively support the solidarity campaigns of Cuba, 
Venezuela, Nicaragua, Iran, Brazil and Western Sahara. Unite has also actively supported the 
Indian famers during their nationwide actions in 2021.  
 
REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL SECTOR COMMITTEES (RISCS) 
Aerospace & Shipbuilding 
The period since our last conference has been tumultuous for both Aerospace and 
Shipbuilding. Our representatives, activists and members in this sector have been to hell 
and back since 2019, but we are now seeing both industries rebuild and in conjunction with 
that, our union membership and strength is growing with 327 joiners in 2022 alone.  
 
Throughout this time our representatives in this and every sector played an historic role, 
fighting to keep workers safe during Covid, often in the face of quite callous employer 
actions.  
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Shipbuilding:  
Conference delegates will be aware of the incredible battle fought by Unite and GMB 
representatives and members at Harland and Wolff, when in the immediate aftermath of 
the last Irish Policy Conference, we were faced with a threatened closure of Harland & Wolff 
in Belfast. In response, the union organised an eleven week occupation of the site which 
resulted in global coverage and solidarity. Our demand was for the ‘renationalisation of our 
shipyard’. While we didn’t win nationalisation, the shipyard was saved along with all our 
members’ jobs, terms and conditions. In the period since, the shipyard has actually returned 
to work on ships – the return of ship repair and building work which was deemed impossible 
previously.  
 
We now have 70 members, GMB approx. 25. We have also linked up with workers at the 
newly acquired H&W yards of Methil, Arnish, Appledore where union recognition 
agreements have just recently been won.  
 
In 2021, we won a pay increase of up to 11% while resisting attempts to erode the four day 
week. Our representatives, Eddie Corbett, sits on the newly formed UK Ship Building Skills 
Task Force representing, Unite / GMB and the ICTU; this has proven to be a strategically 
important move. 
 
While all of the above is positive, we remain vigilant and continue to do what we can to 
secure more significant and sustainable work to the yard in order to secure jobs into the 
future. To date we have withstood two attempts to ‘take out’ our Senior Representative, 
the first time was during pay talks, the second attempt was following Joe commenting and 
standing in solidarity with P&O workers. They will likely try again. We remain absolutely 
resolute that any attempt by management to attack terms and conditions or touch our 
representatives will be met with ferocity when required.  
 
Aerospace  
While the aerospace sector has grown in value, recording revenues in NI of up to £1.5 billion 
the employment size of the sector has reduced by 30% since 2019. This is due in the main to 
Covid related redundancies; in 2020 alone there were 1,800 Union jobs lost in aerospace. 
We fought any attempts at compulsory redundancies and during this time our 
representatives played a key role politically, campaigning for support for workers in this 
sector and investment into skills.  
 
While we suffered very significant losses, especially amongst our representatives’ layer, we 
are building back. There are 220 ‘aerospace’ companies in NI according to Invest NI, many of 
these we would not recognise as aerospace, however, our density remains at well over 
50+% of the sector and growing.  
 
We have over 3,500 aerospace members – if we include other companies that Unite does 
not designate as ‘aerospace’ but which Invest NI does – this figure rises to over 4,000. We 
have over 60 shop stewards and 105 activists currently in aerospace.  
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Our largest company Spirit has seen membership climb back to over 2,000, currently sitting 
at 2,250, with 200 workers recruited this year alone. We have seen 38 new members in 
Thales in 2022 and 32 in RLC Langford Lodge.  
 
The above reflects industry growth but it also reflects an increase in industrial militancy. In 
both Spirit and RLC, very significant industrial action mandates of over 90% on excellent 
turnouts were delivered – only last minute capitulation by bosses prevented strike action. In 
Thales too we have seen a churn, reflected in 80% support for action in a consultative ballot. 
All of the above are in response to spiraling cost of living pressures.  
 
We intend to engage in a full re mapping of the aerospace sector in NI with a view to 
expanding our strength and power to fight for improved pay and conditions and to reverse 
attacks where they have occurred.  
 
Automotive Industries  
The RISC is an all island Committee. 
 
Northern Ireland 
Linamar has had their profits decimated through Covid and the increase in energy prices has 
had an immense impact on this company. Profits are down and continuing to fall which is 
concerning however there is hope that they can turn this around. Currently in discussions 
for this year’s pay, the last offer being 3% plus bonus which we have recommended a 
rejection of this offer. This is ongoing. At the start of Covid, Linamar announced the 
requirement for redundancies. We were able to achieve no compulsory redundancies and 
all went through voluntary means.   
 
Ryobi members accepted a 6.1% pay offer. This was after long negotiations and a rejection 
of their first offer. As you may be aware Ryobi acquired VTL based in Bradley, England, this 
has now been sold and the work has come over to Northern Ireland. We have been 
successful in reintroducing the company sick pay scheme which we lost a few years ago due 
to an extremely high increase in sickness. We have also elected two new representatives 
who are currently going through the union training. 
 
As with every sector Covid 19 proved to be challenging, with changes to working practices, 
social distancing, new PPE etc., but representatives were outstanding in their commitment 
to ensuring their members were kept safe in the workplace and worked hard on introducing 
mutually acceptable policies. 
 
The automotive sector is still facing the same difficulties with automation, a diminishing 
diesel market etc. 
 
Republic of Ireland 
Thermo King, Galway is the biggest company in the Automotive Industries Sector in the 
Republic of Ireland. It remains 100% organised; the following pay offer was rejected by 
members in Thermo King in March 2022– 6.4% increase in basic pay over 24 months from 
the 1st of April 2022 (3.5% - April 2022 and 2.9% April 2023). The matter has since been 
referred to the WRC for conciliation.  
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Civil Air Transport 
This RISC is an all island RISC. 
 
Northern Ireland 
The Civil Air Transport Regional Industrial Sector Committee meets on a quarterly basis; 
quorate meetings have proved difficult over the last six months due to stewards leaving the 
sector due to the mass redundancy exercises carried out throughout the aviation sector 
during Covid; and where the aviation industry has been in turmoil due to the impacts of 
Covid and government lack of any support for the sector despite unions call for sector 
specific support. 
  
The Committee reports that since January 2022 there has been a post Covid surge in 
passenger numbers. This surge in traveling passengers has identified severe shortages of 
workers in all our airports across the region, causing major disruption, with flights canceled 
as a direct consequence.  
 
The blame for the shortage of workers lays with business decision to make mass 
redundancies during Covid. There are also ongoing severe retention and recruitment issues 
within the sector due to the historical low pay, unsocial hours and poor working conditions 
within aviation. 
 
Companies are belatedly trying to act to increase staffing numbers however this needs to be 
reflected with increased pay for workers and improved conditions. We have achieved some 
above inflation pay awards, most notably a 12.4% increase delivered for our Wilson James 
Security members at Belfast International.  
 
Swissport has introduced temporary enhanced OT rates and local uplifts in rates of pay to 
try and cover summer staff shortages. Unite is seeking to make these permanent long term. 
 
If companies are to attract new workers or even retain their current workforce they must 
deliver, this means increasing wages and improving conditions to reflect the current cost of 
living crisis workers and their families are experiencing. 
 
Despite warnings to Government, the CAA and DfT predictions regarding staff shortages and 
the impact on the industry has come true. Unite was invited to give evidence to the BEIS 
Select Committee on the matter, and clearly laid out responsibility for the disruption at the 
hands of the employers, government and regulators.  
 
Rather than any coherent plan for the sector, the government has sought to provide 
temporary alleviations – slots, airside passes etc – to get them through the summer. 
Thousands of flights have been cancelled and prices are escalating as a result.  
 
The industrial consequences for the sector have been laid bare in the number of disputes 
and ballots that are occurring. 
 
It is a consequence and failure of government to intervene and introduce aviation specific 
measures which were called for by the trade unions; the sector now finds itself in difficulty. 
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Government must listen and act to help aviation and aerospace so that it can rebuild 
sustainably and with resilience in line with Unite blueprint for aviation to protect jobs 
instead of failing again to support the sector.   
 
Republic of Ireland 
Dublin Airport Authority (DAA) 
There has been a long running saga at the DAA which commenced at the onset of Covid in 
February 2020. The DAA soon jumped at the chance to advise the Unions about its losses 
being €1m day due to passenger numbers falling etc and inviting engagement with the 
Unions on cost savings. We insisted DAA desist from using Covid as an opportunity to reduce 
T&C’s. However, DAA did applied a cut from 100% to 80% working hours. The Labour Court 
and the Workplace Relations Commission (WRC) were involved. There were subsequently 
threats of TUPE which has culminated in members filing claims to Adjudication Services of 
WRC for lost wages under the Payment of Wages Act 1991; these cases were heard on 
Monday July 11, 2022, with results expected in the following eight to twelve weeks. If the 
results are not appealed, this saga and hopefully the unsavoury behaviour by the DAA, has 
come to an end.  
 
The IEC would like to take this opportunity to thank retired Regional Officer, Willie Quigley, 
for all his service to Unite and to thank him for agreeing to continue with this dispute 
despite retiring from Unite in the midst of it. We wish Willie the very best in his future 
endeavours and to happy and healthy retirement. 
 
Construction 
Mechanical 
In early February 2022 the latest attempt by Unite and Connect to update the mechanical 
SEO collapsed due to further legal challenges. In March 2022 the MEBSCA agreement 
(sector wide agreement for mechanical grades - Plumbers, Pipefitters, Welders and 
Apprentices) was amended following a vote of Unite and Connect members on proposals 
emanating from a WRC conciliation process. The WRC agreements provide 5.6% in pay for 
2022 and 2023, pension increases, and the referral of the Travel Time Payment claim 
(13.5%) to the Labour Court. The agreement also provided for a fresh application to be 
made to the Labour Court for updated mechanical SEO. There is currently a ballot for 
Industrial action ongoing for members of Unite the union in a mechanical engineering 
company, TEMEC Limited. This dispute revolves around the company not adhering to the 
Mechanical Collective agreement (MEBSCA) in relation to the payment of travel time to 
apprentice members. The closing date for the ballot is 22nd July 2022. 
 
General Construction (All Grades except Mechanical & Electrical)  
In mid-2021 the Construction group of Unions (UNITE, SIPTU, TEEU, OPATSI, BATU) made an 
application to have the construction SEO amended, which included increases to pay, travel, 
pension. The Labour Court supported the principle of a multi-year approach and awarded 
5.6% over time, (2.8% -01/2/2022 and 2.8% -01/02/2023). The difference between the 
construction sector and the mechanical sector is that the travel issue does not feature in 
construction, either before the Labour Court or within the construction SEO. Also, the 
mechanical SEO flows from industrial relations agreements, the construction SEO does not. An 
important point coming from this is the step away from the voluntarist industrial relations 
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process in the construction sector.  
 
Irish Cement (ICL) (ICL GOU Unite, SIPTU, Connect)  

• Pay deal - 3.25% Jan 2022, 1.5% in Oct 2022, 3.25% in Jan 2023 and 2.4% in Jan 2024 
• Further discussions regarding ongoing payments for the use of alternative fuels are ongoing  
• Unite holds the position of group secretary   

Crane Operators  
Unite crane operators are seeking increases in their greasing allowance from 2 to 4 hours a 
day and improvements to safety and training standards. SIPTU have been asked to 
participate in the claim and have to give consideration to the request.   
 
Construction Branch 

- Compliance with the mechanical and general construction SEO remains a key feature of the 
work between 2020 and 2022.  

- The construction Branch was re constituted in March of 2022 for the 2022 – 2025 electoral 
period.  
 
Covid and Construction  
On the 24th of March 2020 a press release was issued on behalf of the construction branch 
calling on the sector to close in line with other sectors of the economy. This was followed up 
with a campaign of sustained pressure on the state which resulted in the closure of the 
sector. Initially Unite were heavily criticised for this call by unions and employers in the 
sector. However, due to support of workers in the sector any criticism dissipated quickly.   
 
On-going employment law referrals  
There are 10 live cases before the WRC and the Labour Court at the moment under various 
employment enactments (does not include IR matters before the WRC/LC and matters that 
have been advanced to the District Court).    
 
Community, Youth Workers & Not for Profit  
This small all island Regional Industrial Sector Committee meets quarterly and has re-
constituted with more representatives from ROI. Unfortunately, we have lost a lot of NI 
representatives through ill health and retirement.  
 
Northern Ireland 
This sector has been particularly vulnerable during this pandemic. Charities were unable to 
fundraise and the Arts Sector has been unable to hold shows and exhibitions. Some 
members have lost their jobs and others were made redundant. 
 
The Regional Officer wrote to DFC regarding pay freezes of NJC and JNC rates withheld to 
members in the voluntary sector. The Minister acted on this and made improvements to 
pay.  Unite also wrote to the Minister regarding the threat of funding to advice centres, 
funding for small employers whose employees are medically suspended during pregnancy 
because of Covid and the need to determine SMP on contractual pay and not furlough 
payments, which was acted on too.  
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The youth workers have continued working during this pandemic and were called to the 
interfaces to work with young people involved in riots in Belfast. The Education Authority is 
currently consulting with the Trade unions regarding the re-structure of Education other 
than at School (EOTAS) service. The youth workers secured a 2.75% pay rise in October 2020 
through the JNC for youth work negotiations. These workers have been adapting to 
constant change during Covid-19 to provide a flexible Youth service throughout NI.   
 
They are often overlooked as essential workers by the general public but their communities 
are very thankful for their services. 
 
The youth workers were involved in Industrial action along with their NJC colleagues in 
Education and Local Authorities.   
 
Republic of Ireland 
In the Republic of Ireland, the sector represents staff in charities and not for profits of many 
types. Covid had a double impact both in terms of changes in members' own work patterns 
and the needs of service users they were supporting. This is recognised in the motion 
submitted by the sector committee to the Policy Conference emphasising the importance of 
mental health as part of health and safety, reflecting the impact on many members of Covid 
workloads and isolation. Unite has also raised this issue in the context of the Online Safety 
and Media Regulation bill currently before the Dáil. 

In the coming period, the Cost of Living crisis presents a challenge for the sector in the 
Republic as many pay rates are determined by grant funded pay rates, especially in the 
health sector (s39 funding) and many grades have not had Cost of Living increases anywhere 
near inflation rates. We will be monitoring work by the Irish congress of trade unions in this 
area. 

Docks, Rail and Ferries 
This is an all island Regional Industrial Sector Committee. 
 
Northern Ireland 
Following a difficult 2 year period due to the pandemic Translink made a loss of circa 
£100m. As a union we were still able to achieve pay increases over those effected years. 
Whilst not all we would wish for some funding is being provided for new carriages and a 
new bus and rail hub which should provide additional services across the network. 
 
As a union we have provided submissions to the all-Ireland rail service consultation and also 
met with government minister on a number of occasions around the lack of track provision 
in NI. 
 
Republic of Ireland 
Unite represents engineers and fitters at Irish Rail and stevedores at North Quay Associates 
(NQA) at Dublin Port. Our members continued to work throughout the pandemic. 
 
At NQA, our members load and unload RO/RO ferries crossing the Irish routes. We 
completed their two year deal late last year in 2021 which takes it to January 2024. We 
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agreed 5% over the two years plus 3 extra days’ leave if no un-certified sick days are taken 
also no amendments to shift patterns for the duration of the deal. 
 
At Irish Rail, after many days negotiations between the Trade Union Group of Unions and IR, 
we have put a 15% pay offer to members, this is made up of 1st and 2nd year a straight 3.5% 
and a 2.5% increase with year 3,4 and 5 3% each year made up as 1.5% award and 1.5% 
efficiencies. This is out to vote at present in all the trade unions. 
 
Energy & Utilities (Northern Ireland)  
NIE had proposed to reduce pay for all members to address the difficulties faced by NIE 
during Covid. We had a number of meetings to discuss, but Unite refused point blank and 
would not agree for members’ wages to be cut. The company reluctantly accepted this 
although I am aware that management did take a temporary cut to their wages at this time. 
We unfortunately lost one of our representatives in June 2021, Alan Teague, who was a very 
committed, enthusiastic activist who, we believe, was destined to work in the trade union 
movement. His loss has been deeply felt by those who worked along with him. Our thoughts 
continue to be with his wife and children. 
 
NI Water have just received approval for last year’s pay offer of 2%, given the timing of the 
approval and the economic crisis we are currently in members have rejected this offer. The 
company are now looking at topping this up with a non-consolidated one off payment. Unite 
is due to meet next week to discuss. NI Water are also looking at job evaluations and 
introducing industrial staff to performance related pay. Through meetings Unite has 
discovered that there is absolutely no financial gain or any benefits for members to accept 
this move therefore we will be rejecting this proposal and asking for them to review this 
position.  
 
Again a lot of these workers were frontline workers and worked continually throughout 
Covid in extremely difficult circumstances. Representatives were outstanding in ensuring 
appropriate policies/procedures and measures were put in place for the safety of all. 
 
Energy & Utilities (Republic of Ireland) 
The Energy & Utilities Sector comprises three employers in the commercial semi-state 
sector (ESB, Bord na Mona and Ervia, including Gas Networks Ireland and EirGrid as one of 
the semi-state companies in the sector whose staff in the Republic are solely represented by 
UNITE), and two private sector employers (Whitegate Oil Refinery and SSE Airtricity). 
 
The Sector Committee offers a useful forum for delegates and representatives from 
different workplaces and employments to share information, knowledge and experience. 
 
Since the last Irish Policy Conference the Committee has discussed a range of industrial 
issues. In addition to workplace-specific issues such as pay claims and agreements, these 
have included wider public policy issues relating, for example, to the all-island electricity 
market as well as the need for a Just Transition in the context of decarbonisation. 
 
This forum is particularly important at a time when the energy sector is on the frontline of 
both environmental and geo-political developments, as moves towards decarbonisation are 
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increasingly accompanied by concerns surrounding security of energy supply.  Thanks to 
discussions at RISC level, reps benefit from the experiences of other workplaces in the 
sector when bargaining on pay or other issues. 
 
Engineering, Manufacturing & Steel (EMS)/Chemicals, Pharma, Process & Textiles (CPPTS) 
The Chemicals, Pharmaceutical, Process & Textiles Sector Committee unfortunately was 
unable to constitute during the 2018-2021 electoral period despite the Region attempting to 
do so twice at the time. The RISC had found it difficult in the past to reach a quorum and it 
proved even more difficult following the closure of Michelin. However, the Region 
subsequently liaised with the National Officer for the Sector, the EMS RISC and the National 
Constitutional Department recommending it be “linked in” with the EMS RISC. This 
recommendation was subsequently endorsed by the Executive Council. In view of this, the 
Chemicals, Pharma, Process and Textiles sector linked in with the Engineering, 
Manufacturing RISC for the 2022-25 electoral elections. However, the CPPTS seats 
unfortunately were not filled but the RISC will endeavour to target those CPPTS 
representatives and invite to their future meetings with a view to filling the seats.  
 
The RISC meets regularly on a quarterly basis where we are pro-active in supporting 
campaigns, including an end to fire and rehire and cancel the cut whilst reiterating the 
demand for a manufacturing strategy in Northern Ireland.  
 
The Committee reports that Unite members employed by Caterpillar in Larne and Springvale 
have been standing on picket lines since the 11th April 2022 with a further eight weeks of 
action being notified to greedy Caterpillar bosses. The strike is due to Caterpillar’s below 
inflation pay offer for 2021/2022 with the company also trying to impose 
compulsory/forced overtime on workers and split the bargaining unit.  
 
Workers are determined to protect themselves amidst the surge in the cost of living and are 
fighting for their very livelihoods against a hostile employer. 
 
Caterpillar is blatantly engaging in shameful union busting tactics to break the strike 
including flying in untrained office strike breakers from the UK, breaching the agency 
conduct regulations during industrial action, threatening and demonising striking workers by 
bombarding them with letters whilst demanding the Union re-ballot the inadequate pay 
offer already overwhelmingly rejected by their workers. The company is also refusing to 
return to the negotiating table with the union in their attempts to try and starve workers 
into submission.  
 
We have engaged with our global trade union partners including IndustriALL, United Steel 
Workers, United Automotive Workers, IG Metal, who have all experienced the anti-trade 
union tactics being deployed by Caterpillar. Workers on the picket line continue their 
commendable action and fight despite the shameful actions of Caterpillar management. 
 
The campaign has been supported regionally by the entire union with interventions from 
Unite RS, DRS and RCO, researchers and our organising department to derive a 
campaign/strategy influenced by our stewards/members and based on political 
interventions, social media/media campaign and identifying/targeting key stakeholders 
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including Blackrock, Vanguard and State Street and customers who include Google, 
Microsoft, Amazon and Facebook.   
 
Caterpillar must show their workers some respect, share its enormous profits with their 
workers instead of investing millions in an attempt to break workers resolve. 
 
The management need to see sense, recognise the democratic will of their workforce and 
return to the negotiating table with a proper offer, solidarity with all workers engaged in 
industrial action.  
 
#Respectworkers 
The Committee delegates give detailed workplace reports which give us a clear overview of 
the sector.  
 
Hyster Yale voted overwhelmingly in favor of taking strike action due to a derisory pay offer 
however after securing a mandate for action the company returned to talks where Unite 
stewards and members secured a significantly improved deal which was accepted by 93% 
majority vote.    
 
National pay talks were ongoing in Tata Steel with an offer being put out to ballot, Otis 
report that pay talks have commenced however company are seeking call outs which would 
be opposed by members. 
 
After pay talks broke down without a decent offer Glen Dimplex members took 3 days of 
strike action, the action of members resulted in a significantly  improved offer being tabled 
by the company which accumulated to a 13.5% increase over 2 years which was accepted by 
members. 
 
The RISC continues to support members, campaigns and strategies for the future of 
manufacturing and where workers have galvanized themselves to protect and put jobs, 
skills, pay, conditions and members livelihoods at the top of the bargaining agenda in the 
face of the industrial carnage created by the Covid pandemic and the cost of living crisis that 
is now putting extreme pressures on workers and their families.  
 
Finance & Legal  
The Finance and Legal RISC continued to meet on a monthly basic during Covid on zoom. 
The number of representatives attending increased as they did not have to travel or request 
time off work to attend.  
 
When COVID 19 hit in March 2020 all staff, except front facing staff in branches, started 
working from home. Some branch offices did close due to government lockdown but 
reopened in line with Government guidelines. Today we still have some staff working from 
home on hybrid WFH models. We had/have workplace representatives on most of the 
return to work in house committees. 
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On the lifting of restrictions, call centre staff went back to work on a week on site and a 
week at home basis due to the social distancing restrictions, but now some are working on a 
hybrid WFH model. 
 
In many cases it will be a limited number returning to offices, as many companies have 
down sized their office spaces. Hot desking is being introduced by a number of employers. 
There was some issues at the start of lockdown around the issuing of work equipment. The 
big issue still ongoing is the payment of expenses. Companies did not pay the €3.20 daily 
working from home allowance that had been introduced by the Government to staff. 
 
The Finance & Legal RISC in conjunction with the organising department and the finance 
officers worked closely with the in-house committees to produce a comprehensive Working 
from Home document, which was circulated to all finance & legal in-house committees and 
members. We are still waiting on the Government to finalise and produce the Right to 
request Home Working legislation.  
 
Some of our work place representatives are currently attending the newly formed Finance 
Combine meetings.  
 
Pay increases continue to be paid.  Pay increases in 2021 were reduced on previous years, 
with companies citing the impact of Covid. 
 
Pay increases in 2022 were up on the previous years, with some companies seeking the 
assistance of the WRC and Labour Court. 
 
Inflation, the increased cost of fuel, food and housing, is putting added pressure on all 
employees, particularly those on the lower rates of pay. 
 
National Officers for the Finance Sector, Dominic Hook and Caren Evans met with the 
Finance & Legal RISC and Regional Officers at the end of June 2022 and the newly appointed 
RCO, Tom Fitzgerald, attend. We also have representatives who attend the quarterly NISC 
meetings. 
 
Finally, we would also like to take the opportunity to express our sincere thanks and best of 
luck to outgoing Chair, John Murphy, who retired in 2022. John is a long standing member of 
the Union for over 30 years and long term activist. He served two terms as Chair of the 
Committee and a presentation was made to him at the meeting to recognise his 
contribution to the union and the Committee. John’s knowledge and experience of the 
Sector is insurmountable.  
 
In Northern Ireland, our union membership is very strong in AXA mainly down to the hard 
work of our shop stewards down there.  
 
The newly appointed Regional Officer has formed a good working relationship with them 
and Unite has an open door policy in that they can contact the Officer whenever they need 
to. The representatives are very proactive and Unite has negotiated with AXA to get 
facilitated time for them for union duties. 
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Government, Defence, Prisons & Contractors (Northern Ireland)  
Earlier last year Aramark attempted to reorganise/restructure their business in both 
Thiepval and Aldergrove barracks. They had the first round of meetings which the Regional 
Officer was involved in where it became quite clear that this process was leading to severe 
changes to working hours, possible redundancies and loss of money. At this point Unite 
contacted the company and stated that this was not their original proposal and that it had 
changed to something more severe and we needed more information on the business 
justification for such proposals. The Regional Officer also contacted the National Officer 
Caren Evans for her support at National Level in raising our concerns in that form. Between 
National and Regional levels we were able to stop Aramark in their tracks and not one of our 
members faced any changes to their t&cs or pay. 
 
The MoD have been involved in “informal” pay talks for several months now, however, with 
the Treasury Pay remit states that this year, departments are able to make average pay 
awards up to 2%. Departments also have additional flexibility to pay up to a further 1% 
where they can demonstrate targeting of the pay award to address specific priorities in their 
workforce and pay strategies. This has proved to be very challenging. The MoD are currently 
seeking Cabinet Office approval to offer a 3 year pay deal with a head line figure in the 
range of 11% - 12% but would require the surrendering and reforming of many hard fought 
Terms & Conditions. Discussion are ongoing but agreement seems a long way off. 
 
The British Government have instructed that the Civil Service is to be reduced by 20%, 
engaging has only begun with many departments pushing back and have said that cuts can’t 
happen without loss of capability and it is for the Government to decide what capabilities 
they want to do without. 
 
The Northern Security Guard Service (NISGS) have had their Special Constable Status 
removed after 30 years; this is being challenged via Minister James Heappey. 
 
PSNI members within the industrial side successfully went through a pay and grading 
process. This resulted in an uplift in pay and progression to the next grade. Members ended 
up with a few years back-pay and were happy with the outcome of this process. 
 
Strangford Ferries have repeatedly reported to management that the fumes on the new 
Portaferry II ferry were blowing across deck, causing members to have sore throats, light 
heads and general feeling of un-wellness but management did not react or take any action 
stating that the boat was fit for purpose and had passed previous air quality checks. 
However the union ascertained that the quality checks were completed in favourable 
weather and were not a true reflection of the fumes coming over the boat. Members were 
balloted and voted with high percentage to take industrial action over the matter. We 
served notice on the company and asked again for a meeting to address the issues. At this 
meeting we secured a number of commitments from management that (a) a new diesel 
particulate filter would be installed this year, (b) there would be full involvement of our 
representatives in the process (c) H&S/occupational health would monitor alongside our 
representatives (d) increase in communication meetings and a commitment to work with 
and alongside our H&S Reps. Members agreed to withdraw from action based on this. 
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Department of Defence, State Agencies & Government Departments (Republic of Ireland)  
Following workplace elections in 2022, a new committee was formed for the Department of 
Defence, State Agencies and Governmental Departments RISC. The Committee comprises of 
representatives from the following workplaces, Enterprise Ireland, National Standards 
Authority of Ireland, Udaras na Gaeltachta, Teagasc, Bord Iascaigh Mhara and Inland 
Fisheries Ireland. The representatives from the IEC and NISC report back to the RISC on a 
quarterly basis. The National Officer for the NISC, Caren Evans, attended conference and 
extended a generous welcome to the elected NISC delegate as part of the wider NIS 
Committee. 
 
As with all public sector workers, our members have suffered numerous attacks on their pay 
and terms and conditions through years of austerity since 2008. The most recent Public 
Sector Agreement, Building Momentum has only now brought around the equivalent of Pay 
restoration for most grades. This Public Sector Agreement provided for a 1% pa increase in 
October 2021, a 1% sectoral pay increase in February 2022 and a further 1% pay increase in 
October 2022. The ICTU Public Service Committee have activated Clause 5.7 of the 
agreement due to inflationary pressure and the cost of living crisis now being experienced.  
 
At the time of compiling this report talks are being facilitated by the WRC between the 
parties to this agreement. 
 
The Committee welcomes the restoration of the Pre-Haddington working hours to 35 hours 
per week from the 1st July 2022 which was covered by the Building Momentum agreement. 
Representatives and workplaces aligned to this committee compiled submissions to Unite as 
part of the submission process to the independent body. 
 
FEMPI still has still not disappeared and whilst originally implemented for a Financial 
Emergency it still continues to exist. This Committee still has legitimate concerns about this 
legislation and have been most vocal in seeking to have FEMPI repealed and will continue to 
do so.  
 
Like all workplaces the COVID 19 pandemic created a lot of uncertainty and challenges for 
our members. Our members adapted seamlessly to these challenges and continued to 
provide exceptional service to the public in their roles and jobs. Through our RISC meetings 
many debates and information sharing exchanges occurred focusing on what employers 
were doing in response. This was most beneficial in that representatives in different 
workplaces could share both the good and bad experiences of how employers were 
responding to COVID 19. 
 
Looking forward, the work of the committee will be focussed on any extension of the 
Current Public Sector Agreement and any follow on agreements taking into consideration 
the extraordinary cost of living crisis that is being experienced.  
 
The committee will still be focussing on the Repeal of FEMPI, ensuring the reduction of 
working hours does not create expectations of increased workload from employers, 
monitoring of recruitment and the protection of corporate knowledge in the various 
workplaces. 
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Education (Northern Ireland) 
Since the last Irish Policy Conference, we have all suffered from the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
Universities in Northern Ireland had to introduce remote learning for students and home 
working for employees. As we exit COVID-19 restrictions we have moved back to classroom 
learning. 
 
The HE Sector in the UK continues to suffer pay restraint and lack of funding from 
Government; as such wages have fallen behind inflation over a number of years, to 
compound this, the current Pay Campaign is in the backdrop of the current Cost of Living 
Crisis. Unite, UCU, Unison and EIS have declared collective disputes with the UCEA. After 3 
JNCHES negotiating meetings UCEA confirmed its final pay offer on 9th May 2022 which 
specifically on pay is an uplift of 3% on all pay points, with higher uplifts for those below 
Spinal Column Point 20. At the time of writing this report the unions are to consult members 
on the offer.  
 
Due to inadequate funding, there continues to be issues in relation to Staffing, workloads, 
job evaluation and pay. 
 
Ulster University have completed the build of their new Belfast Campus, with a number of 
schools transferring to the Belfast Campus; the old Jordanstown Campus will focus on sports 
centre of excellence. 
 
Education (Republic of Ireland)  
The Public Education sector in the Republic are part of the Public Sector and therefore, 
members employed in this sector are covered by the Public Service Agreement; this is due 
to end by years end at time of this report. 
 
The Education Sector Committee is well attended with representatives from across the 
Republic of Ireland, including Cork, Carlow, Dublin, Limerick, Kildare and Sligo.  
 
In January 2019, a new University came into being in Ireland with the amalgamation of 
Blanchardstown, Tallaght and Dublin Institutes of Technology which leads to a number of 
challenges ahead in regard to bringing three Institutes together. 
 
There is still some collective issues that involve the Institutes which need to be resolved; 
and there are issues that just affect individual Institutes and most, at this stage, resolved 
(Hopefully), harmonisations of all local agreements that benefit all our members; progress 
has been made but it is still a work in progress. 
 
The English language schools sector is very challenging as the sector is very hostile to 
recognising Unite for collective-bargaining purposes. We are still awaiting a date for the 
Labour Court for talks on a JLC that that will cover matters such as pay, holidays, sick pay, 
pensions, at time of writing this report there is no indication of the time frame of such talks. 
 
Food, Drink & Agriculture (Northern Ireland)  
Covid was a difficult time for many workers and also for a number of employers but some of 
the most recent statistics show that employers within the food sector did very well out of 
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Covid in profiteering. In fact, a large number of these companies had record profits, 
including some of the very large companies in Northern Ireland such as Moy Park and Dale 
Farm/United Dairies. Recently a lot of those companies have had large increases in costs but 
this has not manifested itself in loss of profits. Across Northern Ireland there is also a 
shortage of labour, and in particular within the food sector which is driving up wages and 
some costs. However, there are many companies who are refusing to accept that better 
wages means better retention of staff and some companies are suffering because of that 
attitude. 
 
Inflation continues to rise at record levels with forecasts showing it will not drop back any 
time soon and with inflation outstripping pay rises it means more hardship for many of our 
workers within the sector. As the problem of shortage of labour continues there are 
companies who are attempting to relook at our members’ terms and conditions in order to 
offset some of the costs from higher wages. This has been borne out on one of the Moy Park 
sites where the company was asking for all stat premium days to be forfeited before they 
would consider any form of uplift in wages and this is another strategy many of the 
companies are adopting.  These food companies have never had it so good with both food 
sales and food profits and it is absolutely imperative that our members’ terms and 
conditions are also acknowledged when the companies are announcing such record profits.   
 
The union believes that this summer is going to be a summer of discontent for many of our 
members in this sector and there are currently signs that we have members who are 
considering balloting for industrial action to put more pressure on these greedy companies 
in order to have a share of the profits and the wages to which they are entitled. The union 
believes that the labour shortage will continue to play out for another 18-24 months at least 
and that within that period there are opportunities for our trade union to capitalise on 
improving all the terms and conditions for our members across this sector. This work is 
ongoing. 
 
And finally, the Regional Officer would like to take this opportunity to thank the great work 
done by Shop Stewards which is progressing pay deals and terms and conditions with the 
sector.  Without the great work of these Stewards this would not be possible. 
 
Food, Drink & Agriculture (Republic of Ireland) 
The Food, Drink and Tobacco (Republic of Ireland) Sector Committee primarily covers 
private sector manufacturing workplaces such as Mondelez (Cadburys), Glanbia and Wyeth 
Nutritionals. 
 
Over the last three years, the Committee discussed a range of items including pay claims 
and pay settlements, voluntary severance packages, outsourcing, restructuring programmes 
and pensions and industrial disputes, as well as the impact of Covid-19. 
 
While few Unite members in the Republic were directly affected, the Committee was also 
acutely aware of the poor working conditions experienced by workers in the meat 
processing sector, which were exacerbated by the pandemic.  These conditions were 
highlighted by Congress in a ground-breaking report on the sector produced in February 
2021. 
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The RISC structure enables representatives to share first-hand the developments and trends 
across the sector as a whole.  This means that representatives are better informed and 
prepared when dealing with their respective employers in respect of Unite’s collective 
bargaining agenda.  
 
Unfortunately, at the time of writing, it has not being possible to re-constitute the RISC for 
the electoral period 22-25 and the future of the RISC will be reviewed by the IEC/EC. 
 
Graphical, Paper, Media & IT 
This Committee is an all island RISC.  
 
Northern Ireland 
The packaging sector in the North continues to see rapid growth and record turnovers. In 
many of our packaging workplaces members worked throughout the pandemic with 
representatives working tirelessly to ensure safety at work. Labour shortages are a 
significant feature in the packaging industry, coupled with increased demand – this has led 
to a push by employers to change shift and working arrangements, which were successfully 
resisted by our members at Westrock, Belfast until the company offers significantly 
improved shift premiums. This is a sub-sector where we have experienced the largest 
membership growth with some organising potential as three significant new workplaces 
have opened or are due to open in 2022/23.  
 
At the same time, uncertainty continues in the print media sub-sector with employers 
regularly referencing the very real threats of downsizing and closures in response to our 
members seeking cost of living pay increases. Our reps within the sector are discussing the 
challenges of multi-year pay deals with current inflationary trends and agreements aimed at 
protecting jobs. Whilst there have been no significant redundancies since the last IPC, Unite 
is hearing early indicators that this may be the case soon across the sub-sector.  
 
Across the whole sector, Unite has secured one year pay deals averaging 7% with notable 
local deals in Greiner Packaging (6%), TH Jordan (14.8% average), Huhtamaki Lurgan (7%), 
EM News Distribution (6.6%), Mediahuis Newry (4% on top of regrading giving increases of 
up to 10%), Andor Technology (12.2% over two years) and Beverage Plastics (7.7%). This is 
testament to our reps and members’ willingness to take further action if employers, who 
can afford to do so, are unwilling to concede cost of living pay increases.  
 
The challenges of the pandemic, a number of promotions and retirements have led to a 
reduction in the number of FOCs/reps across the sector. This is a challenge that has been 
recognised by the outgoing GPM/IT RISC, together with the need for a regional plan to 
organise in the growing IT sector. In the past months we have had a number of newly 
appointed representatives who are awaiting or undergoing training through the union’s 
education programme; this is having a positive effect and has reinvigorated our membership 
in many workplaces after three difficult years.  
 
Republic of Ireland 
In the Republic of Ireland, since the last policy conference, this sector has not enjoyed as 
much growth as other sectors in manufacturing; we have seen modest pay increases agreed 
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in a few companies but not in the overall sector. Similar to most manufacturing companies, 
our members were required to attend work during the pandemic  
  
In 2018, the Irish Times took control of the Irish Examiner group and its regional titles. We 
are still in the process in that organisation to uplift our members’ terms and conditions of 
employment that was a reduced in 2010. 
  
We are happy to report that our members’ terms and conditions of employment have 
improved due to tough and long negotiations. 
  
There have been a number of companies in the sector where members have been made 
redundant over the last few years we have managed as best we could that all redundancies 
of Unite members were voluntary as we do not have any cases of unfair selection for 
redundancy. 
 
We have had minor pay awards in only a few companies and some we are taking to the 
WRC. 

Health (Northern Ireland) 
Since 2019, the Health service has been at the forefront of news for a range of reasons. In 
2019, Unite in Health members embarked on a series of strikes and stoppages over pay and 
safe staffing. This was at a time when we had no assembly sitting and the three year pay 
deal could not be fully implemented without an Executive. A further strike in January 2020 
was planned to commence on the 18 January and this was only averted at the last minute by 
the establishment of the Assembly under the ‘New Decade New Approach’. Minister 
Swann’s first Action was to implement the pay award in full. This must be the first time 
workers’ industrial action established government instead of bringing it down. 
 
Since those events in early 2020, the world of health has changed dramatically due to the 
onset of the Covid 19 pandemic. In relation to this pandemic, it is important to acknowledge 
the efforts of our members during this period and to acknowledge that some paid the 
ultimate sacrifice including one Unite health member in Northern Ireland. 
 
In terms of industrial relations during this time, there was a recognition by employers and 
government alike of the value and importance of the trade union movement to society. The 
big issues needing to adjust included terms and conditions, pay, overtime banking 
enhancements and amendments to recruitment practices and procedures in order to 
protect our health workers. As a consequence of the pandemic, the ‘return to normal’ has 
created its own set of difficulties due to the shortage of staff and the need to change work 
practices. 
 
Main issues here focused on the need to improve recruitment, retention of staff and the 
move away from the dependence on agency staff which is crippling the service. 
 
Unite along with the other health unions managed to secure an additional increase on top 
of the 3% pay review body award of 1.5% for lower paid to 0.5 % for higher earners for 
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2021/2022. Minister Swann also implemented a recognition payment of up to £500 for 
health workers.  
 
We await this year’s PRB determination for 1 April 2022 to ensure our members get at least 
an RPI increase. Any payment will not have been paid at the time of this conference but 
should be known. Our members will reflect their opinion of the offer from the rostrum. 
 
Health (Republic of Ireland) 
A new Regional Officer took over this allocation/RISC in September 2021. The RISC was re-
constituted in the 2022-25 electoral period. Representatives from the IEC, National 
Industrial Sector Committee and Area Activists’ Committees update the RISC on Unite 
campaigns and other issues pertaining to the sector and general matters. 
 
There are three main issues at present i) Covid ii) €1000 payment and iii) Staff shortages. 
 
We are aware that every walk of life has been affected by Covid but health workers have 
endured more that most and have been exposed to the virus more than most. At its height, 
there were 5000 heath care workers off work either having tested positive or  self-isolating 
and this added a lot of pressure on those still able to come to work.  
 
The government announced on January 29th 2022 that they were giving every HCW a €1000 
payment as a thank you for their hard work and dedication during the worst pandemic in a 
life time. Now in the middle of July 2022, large sections of the HCWs still have not received 
their payment. The fight for them to receive this goes on. 
 
Staff shortages have been on-going since before the pandemic and has sadly got worse 
month on month, where you have ambulance staff doing up to 18hour shifts because there 
are no beds in the hospitals. This can’t be allowed to continue and in the south east around 
Waterford the fight to change these conditions for the National Ambulance Service (NAS) 
staff is being led by the Regional Officer and Senior Steward in the NAS. Sadly, like all things 
to do with change in the HSE, the wheels move very slowly. In other parts of the HSE they 
are planning to roll out a recruitment campaign for EU workers and Non EU workers where 
they will pay up to €5000 for flights and their first month’s rent; this is in the planning stages 
at present. 
 
The RISC enables representatives to share experiences and issues and are better informed 
on how to deal with similar issues in each of their workplaces. 
 
Local Authorities  
This Local Authorities Sector Committee is an all island RISC and is very well attended and 
active. 
 
Northern Ireland 
Most Council’s in Northern Ireland have mainly completed harmonisation following the 
formation of the new Councils in Northern Ireland in 2015. 
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Discussions continue between the Trade Unions in respect of trying to re-establish a 
Regional Forum for local Councils in NI.  
 
Councils continue to carry out Service Reviews; the Union’s input in these is also based on 
Retaining Services in-house, job security, protecting pay and conditions. There have been a 
number of success stories in respect of protecting in-house services.  
 
Local Authority employees have seen their pay fall in real terms by 22% in the last decade. 
For 2021-22 the employers implemented a pay increase of 1.75%, despite this being 
rejected by Unite. Unite carried-out disaggregated ballots across the UK, unfortunately 
ballot thresholds in GB were only reached in a few Councils. A considerable campaign was 
run in NI. 
 
This started with the cleansing of membership systems across 20 Local Authority Employers 
covering approx. 2500 members. 
 
We then had the “Get the Vote” out stage, fortunately in Northern Ireland we do not have 
the new legislation from GB which requires a ballot threshold of a 50%, or more, turnout. 
However we decided that we would still endeavour to get a good turnout as this would 
provide a strong mandate. We feel that we were successful in this endeavour, as our 
turnout in Northern Ireland average 43% which was the highest of any Region in Unite and 
considerably higher than any other union.  
 
The other target was to get a strong mandate for strike action, which we also achieved, with 
us averaging over 90% in favour of strike action; this is the highest we have achieved in a 
Local Government ballot in Northern Ireland. 
 
We had two periods of strike action, there was a one week strike in March 2022 and a two 
week strike in April 2022, we also had a very successful protest at Stormont on Thursday 24 
March 2022. 
 
Although employers initially said they could not negotiate locally, following the strike action 
most employers sought local negotiations. We suspended action in order to give some space 
and time for negotiations. Progress in negotiations has been varied across the Local 
Authorities and further strike action is likely in some employers.  
 
During the pay campaign/dispute the number of new members in Local Authorities in NI this 
year (up to July 2022) was 981 with a net gain of 816. 
 
Republic of Ireland 
Local Authority workers are part of the Public Sector and therefore members employed by 
local authorities are covered by the current Public Sector Agreement in place, Building 
Momentum. 
 
This is a two year agreement which has commenced from 1st January 2021 and which is due 
to expire on the 31st December 2022. 
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The pay terms of this agreement are as follows: 
 
1st October 2021- A general round increase worth 1% of gross pay or €500 a year, whichever 
is the greater; 
1st February 2022-The equivalent of a 1% increase of annualised basic salaries through a 
sectoral bargaining fund; 
1st October 2022- A second general round increase worth 1% of gross pay or €500 a year, 
whichever is the greater. 
 
The ICTU Public Service Committee invoked the Building Momentum review clause on the 
11th March 2022, when inflation was currently at 5.6%. This was done with the objective of 
significantly improving the pay element of the agreement. 
 
The Government eventually responded in May, when inflation had reached 7%. Subsequent 
talks by lead negotiators of the PSC took place under the auspices of the Workplace 
Relations Commission (WRC) and ended without agreement on the 17th June, by which time 
inflation had hit 7.8%. The Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER) had told 
the WRC that Government needed more time to reflect on its position and are still reflecting 
with inflation now at 9.1%. 
 
The Government had offered an additional 2.5% for the 2021-2022 period for the current 
Building Momentum Agreement and were seeking an extension of the Building Momentum 
Agreement for 2023 with a further increase of 2.5%. 
 
The PSC have now informed the WRC that we are no longer in a position to continue 
discussions on an extension of the Building Momentum, to cover pay in 2023, until the 
review of the Building Momentum is satisfactorily concluded. 
 
If there is no extension in place before the current agreement expires at the end of 2022, 
pay claims will have to be submitted and consideration to recommending a coordinated 
Union campaign, supported by industrial ballots. Our members are becoming increasingly 
frustrated at the delay in the process while bearing the full brunt of large and sustained 
increases in the cost of home heating, fuel, housing, food, childcare, and many other 
essentials. 
 
Irish Water 
Unite, as an affiliate union of the Irish Water Group of Unions, has engaged in extensive 
discussions and negotiations with all stakeholders under the auspice of the Workplace 
Relations Commission (WRC). 
 
Unions representing water workers have achieved robust measures to protect pay, 
pensions, working conditions and the right to remain in council employment after Irish 
Water becomes Ireland’s single national water authority from 1st January 2023. 
 
The package of measures was hammered out in the WRC gives local authority water 
workers a range of options to choose from as the phased transfer of responsibly for water 
services is implemented between next year and 2026. 
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The protections are codified in a new ‘Framework for Future Delivery of Water Services,’ 
which unions shaped in WRC talks that concluded on the 23rd June 2022. It applies to all 
local authority water staff including general operatives, craft workers, and clerical, 
administrative and management grades. 
 
The framework will ensure that: 
• There will be no compulsory transfers of staff to Irish Water; 
• There will be no compulsory redundancies; 
• Local authority water workers will have the option of transferring to Irish Water on a 
voluntary basis; 
• Existing pay is protected, with the chance to earn more through individual or collective 
Irish Water performance rewards; 
• Existing pension benefits are legally protected, with all local authority service taken into 
account for pension purposes; 
• Other working conditions, including hours of work, annual leave, sick pay, allowances, 
overtime, and work location will also remain the same or be enhanced; 
• Staff who transfer to Irish Water will receive a €3,000 incentive payment; 
• Local authority water workers can also opt to remain in local authority employment; 
• There is a voluntary redundancy option for local authority water workers; 
• Collective bargaining rights will remain in place; 
 
The ICTU group of unions – which includes Connect, Fórsa, SIPTU and Unite – believes that 
the framework has achieved all the industrial relations (IR) objectives tabled by unions at 
the outset of the discussions. Vigorous discussions on the non-IR issues tabled by the unions 
are continuing. These include: 
 
• The unions’ demand for a constitutional referendum to underpin public control of water 
services; 
• Governance issues in the national water authority; 
• The renewal of the local government sector, including additional investment; 
 
The group of unions has produced a summary of the framework in the form of ‘frequently 
asked questions’ which has been circulated amongst the representatives and associated 
members. These extensive talks were attended by the Unite Regional Officers; big thanks is 
expressed to the Unite representatives for their participation and in-depth knowledge 
throughout these talks. 
 
Passenger 
This is an all island Regional Industrial Sector Committee. 
 
Northern Ireland 
Following a difficult two year period due to the pandemic the company made a loss of circa 
£100m. As a union we were still able to achieve pay increases over those affected years. 
 
The new service provision was out to tender and Translink has again been chosen as the 
preferred bidder and it looks as if a further five year licence to run services across Northern 
Ireland will be finalised via Stormont. 
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Funding from government has reached record levels with the introduction of a zero 
emission fleet across the company by 2030. The initial phase of this has begun and will 
continue through to the agreed end date with around 1200 buses to be changed over. 
 
There has also been investment in the infrastructure with a new bus and rail hub being built 
in the centre of Belfast alongside smaller hubs in other areas and consultation by Stormont 
to introduce a direct North South Belfast Glider service which will supplement the highly 
successful East West service which was introduced around five years ago. 
 
Republic of Ireland 
In the Republic of Ireland, Unite represents craft/mechanics/coach builders at Dublin Bus 
and Bus Eireann. Of course our members at Dublin Bus and Bus Eireann continued to work 
throughout the pandemic. At Dublin Bus we are at present talking to the company on a 
range of issues around pay, shorter working week, % increase not related to any efficiency 
savings and shift working/ Mon to Thur or Tue to Fri working week; a sub group has been 
set up to explore all aspects of this. As usual, Bus Eireann is playing follow up in the pay talks 
and to date we are waiting on a ruling from the drivers before the company will start talks 
with the engineering grades trade unions. 
 
Road Transport Commercial, Warehouse & Logistics (RTC/WL) 
The Road Transport Commercial Warehouse & Logistics Regional Industrial Sector 
Committee meets on a quarterly basis and reports on the many issues facing our members 
within the sector. The Committee is very active and supports all workplaces, members and 
Unite campaigns across the sector.  
 
The road transport warehouse and logistic sector is experiencing its biggest labour 
shortage/crisis in decades with a headline shortfall in excess of 76,000 drivers across GB and 
N.I. This statistic is not a surprise as employers within the sector have been perpetuating the 
race to the bottom for many years due to their over reliance on EU labour that has now 
vanished due to the impact of Brexit. 
 
This labour crisis which has shone a light on a number of long standing issues within the 
road transport and warehousing sector where long hours, poor pay, conditions and 
treatment has led to our stewards and members now collectively standing up and 
demanding change including the pay recognition the industry deserves. 
 
With record inflation increases and additional costs which has put members and their 
families under severe financial pressure or in danger of falling into wage poverty we are 
committed to insuring that employers keep pace with inflation and increase wages to 
ensure our members do not have to pay the burden of costs associated with the pandemic 
which many unscrupulous employers will try and offload on to workers.  
 
Stewards across the sector have taken a stand against these highly profitable companies 
within the logistics sector where profits soared in those businesses engaged in food delivery 
during Covid. Workers are now demanding they are rewarded which starts with decent pay. 
Stewards have delivered for members in many workplaces with above inflation pay awards 
and improved conditions being negotiated including a 9.5% increase for workers in 
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Musgrave N.I and a 10.26% and 12.1% increase being negotiated for drivers and warehouse 
workers employed by DFDS. 
 
Notable exceptions at this stage include DHL with below inflation pay increases being 
offered to warehouse workers and TNT/FedEx members who are currently engaged in a 
consultative ballot for industrial action over a low pay offer.     
 
As we move into the latter part of 2022, and as the cost of living crisis impacting our 
members spirals, our stewards and members across the RTCWL sector, who do not receive 
fair reward from greedy bosses who only covet profit and engage in price gouging to justify 
low pay awards and try to restrain pay, are organising to take a stand and fight in defense 
of, and to achieve, their legitimate demands and the recognition in pay and conditions they 
deserve. 
 
The RTC/WL RISC stands ready to support all members who are in dispute with their 
employer.     
 
Service Industries  
This is an all island Regional Industrial Sector Committee. 
 
Membership in this sector has almost doubled in the last seven years with a current paying 
membership of 2400, with 42 activists, North and South. 
  
In our last report to conference we said; “This is one of the union’s newest sectors and 
represents one of the fastest growing sectors of the economy”. At the time we explained 
that within our union this sector is comprised of three parts; general services which covers a 
multitude, hospitality and CMA (Royal Mail managers).  
 
As you will see below, there have been big changes in CMA. In hospitality our 
representatives are in discussions with the General Secretary to produce a serious plan for 
organising. Where we have seen the most change for the sector is in the ‘General Services’ 
side of the RISC which has grown significantly, indicating the obvious future potential.  
 
During Covid we saw new branches develop among workers where we previously had no 
base – for instance in Northern Ireland the emergence of a ‘Registered Child Minders’ 
Branch, bringing almost 400 women into the union. In the ROI we now have a ‘Driving 
Instructor’s’ branch of 81 members.  
 
Despite the huge potential for sector growth and the enthusiasm of activists within it, 
ultimately ‘Services’ remains a precarious, low paid sector, often built on severe 
exploitation, bogus self-employment and zero hours arrangements. For that reason it has 
been difficult to make the regular RISC meetings work and quorate. ‘Release from work’ and 
knowing what your shifts are week to week has made successful meetings a challenge. Our 
RISC conference was actually well attended, however, the largest grouping in the sector, 
RCMS, were excluded from voting etc. because of their self-employed status. They felt that 
this was unfair and challenged this matter, this was supported by all representatives at the 
conference. That being the case the conference did not proceed and an appeal has gone to 
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the EC via the National Officer; this matter is ongoing. It does however reflect the challenges 
of making our union work for all workers, including those in precarious, non-employee 
situations.  
 
The reports below are abbreviated versions of updates from colleagues tasked with the 
various parts of the sector.  
 
Registered Childminders (RCMS) 
The Unite Registered Childminders Branch was founded during the pandemic. From one of 
our first zoom meetings in April 2020 involving eight activists, we now have a branch of 400 
members.  
 
Key Wins / achievements  

• Securing funding for childminders unable to work due to Covid.  
• The establishment of procedures with Trusts whereby committee members can act 

as an appropriate witness at panel meetings and sit in on panel hearings. 
• Producing three successful separate business cases to the Department of Health for 

funding, based on survey responses of over 1,000 childminders in the sector. 
• Collectively mapping the entire sector using publicly available information and 

sending out branch materials to all registered childminders in the region reminding 
them of wins, goals and ambitions. 

• Seat on the All Party Working Group on Early Education and Childcare as a 
recognised stakeholder in the sector. 

• Meetings with all the major political party leaders and health/education 
spokespeople to push union demands.  

• Growing and maintaining contact and influence with all key players in the Childcare 
Strategy, including women’s groups and contacts in the DoE and DoH. 

 
The potential for growth in the branch is 1,200-1,400 registered childminders who are not 
yet members, based on the number of registered childminders in NI. There are many issues 
that still need addressing and there are many RCMs who are still experiencing severe 
hardship due to the impact of Covid and the current cost of living crisis. The branch have the 
tools and ambition to deliver for members and increase the density as well as building 
sustainable growth and improving the terms and conditions of all members.  
 
Hospitality ROI 
Since 2019, Unite has been active in the Hospitality and Tourism sector. Our union led a high 
profile and successful campaign to ban the theft of tips and gratuities. On the back of this 
work we have engaged with Ministers and Oireachtas Committees to highlight other 
practices and to address concerns about the conditions faced by workers in the sector.  
 
The branch currently has 87 members. Unfortunately growth has been hindered by Covid 19 
which saw the entire sector closed down for long periods during 2020 & 2021.  
 
The hospitality branch and union have been highly active and engaged in the campaign 
against tip theft which originated at the Ivy Restaurant in Dublin. This campaign has resulted 
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legislative changes via The Payment of Wages (Tips and Gratuities) Bill 2022, which is due to 
be passed all stages in the next few weeks. 
 
During this campaign two unite members took a case against the Ivy Restaurant for unfair 
dismissal on the grounds of trade union activity. They won their case, a significant victory for 
Unite.  
 
In 2021, our members at Spike Island Development Company, Cork, fought a battle for toilet 
facilities at their place of work. The matter was one of dignity and respect and was raised in 
the Houses of the Oireachtas with the Taoiseach himself condemning the behavior of the 
employer in this case. After an early morning protest supported by the community in Cobh, 
the employer agreed to provide toilet facilities for the kiosk staff.  
 
Unite carried out two pieces of research into the sector. Firstly, a sector overview published 
in April 2020 (pre pandemic) and secondly a survey of workers in the sector, Hidden Truths – 
The reality of work in Ireland’s hospitality and tourism sector published in July 2021.  
 
Hospitality NI 
As the pandemic took hold, our members in Hospitality have faced brutal job cuts – often 
with no notice, disgraceful disregard for their health & safety and most were left on less 
than 80% of the minimum wage. Notwithstanding a significant downturn in the sector, our 
response to the issues of safety, jobs and pay led to a net growth of over 30% during this 
period, our branch is currently sitting at approximately 350 members. 
 
When the industry completely closed in late March 2020, it was our members who put 
forward a cutting edge programme of demands to both Stormont, Westminster and 
employers to save the industry, protect their jobs and livelihoods and put public health first. 
This lifted the profile of Unite in the sector and raised workers’ consciousness around the 
issues they were facing – eventually leading to the Job Retention Scheme. 
 
As the industry began to reopen, it was again our members who demanded that workers’ 
voices were heard. We organised a significant protest at Stormont, which forced then 
Economy Minister, Diane Dodds, to meet with Unite Hospitality and include us in further 
consultations. As employers bombarded the media with stories of staff shortages, we were 
quick to point out that this has been a problem of the bosses’ creation, as reported to the 
previous IPC with low pay, sexual harassment and precarity being endemic. These 
challenging conditions has led to a lot of workers leaving the industry which has resulted in 
the slowing of our membership growth.  
 
We are currently carrying out significant research and mapping of coffee chains where many 
young baristas are taking inspiration from the tens of thousands of Starbucks workers in the 
US creating a new model for organising and winning a union in their workplace.  
 
This work is being progressed alongside our “Safe Home” campaign set to launch in late 
2022 which will seek to bring together members and reps from hospitality, services, 
passenger transport and local authorities to push for safe, affordable (and free in most 
cases) transport home for all workers finishing after 11pm. This will include fighting for 
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legislative changes (already being won by Unite in Scotland & England) to force employers 
to pay for taxis home when public transport is unavailable, tackling sexual harassment and 
all forms of gender violence alongside fighting for funding for safe night time public 
transport and taxi services with proper pay and conditions.  
 
CMA (Royal Mail)  
Following significant voluntary redundancies in this sector, we now have two 
representatives and 109 CMA members in the North who are part of a larger branch 
covering both Northern Ireland and Scotland, the majority of whom work in a management 
grades in delivery/collection offices alongside the larger returns and mail centres.  
 
Recent years have seen a slavish obsession of Senior Management in Royal Mail to shore up 
their share price by slashing £40 million from Deliveries and Collections has resulted in the 
loss of 25% of our members jobs (mostly through voluntary redundancy) to date. Our 
members now left behind to try to achieve their service and operational targets with limited 
staffing and resource. Instead of investing in and growing the company, the Board has 
halved the value of the Share Price and led to an unprecedented mandate for the first Royal 
Mail managers’ strike since 1979.  
 
Through this mandate and the company’s fears of potentially coordinated action alongside 
the ongoing CWU pay dispute, our members accepted proposals which are aimed at dealing 
with this increased workload, providing additional resources to our members, restoring 
holiday cover and addressing some serious breaches to our collective agreements. Whilst 
industrial action is now paused until the detail of these new agreements can be fully 
negotiated by representatives, our mandate to strike remains live until December. 
 
And finally, 
Regional Health & Safety Committee  
The 2019 Rules Conference introduced Rule 34 that obliges the union to establish a network 
of Health & Safety Committees and Conferences.  Due to Covid, the implementation of new 
structure was delayed, however, we are pleased to advise that the Committee was set up 
during the 2022-25 constitutional election period and eight accredited Health & Safety 
Representatives were elected with one representative being elected to the National Health 
& Safety Committee. 
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